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I.1. THE PROTEIN GAP. 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION, 

Various authors [1, 2, 3] have calculated the average 

availability of protein per head in the world. From these 

figures, based on data supplied to the FAO by memher gov

ernments, it can be seen that the availability of protein 
per head exceeds the safe protein intake level by 47%. 

A joint FAO/WHO *) working group calculated this level to 

be 29 g of reference protein (egg or milk protein) per 

caput per day. [4]. Engel [3] calculates the average 

availability of vegetable protein per caput to be 48g/da% 
which amount corresponds to 26 g of reference protein. 

For each person 21 g of animal protein is available, eer

responding to 16.5 g of reference protein. The total of 

42.5 g/day of reference protein is 147% of the safe mini
mum daily intake level. 

Consequently there is no protein shortage in the 

world,if all protein would be distributed according to 

need. However, from the world production of animal pro
tein amounting approximately to 25 mill.ton/year, 14 mill. 

ton is consumed by 109 people in the economically devel

oped countr~es. This leaves the other 3 x 109 people with 

11 mill. tons of animal protein,which means 12 g per head 

per day. This is an average figure. Also among the popu

lation of the developing countries proteins are not dis
tributed according to need. Especially the low income 
groups (caused by under- or unemployment) in both rural 

and urban areas cannot afford the relatively expensive 

food that supplies proteins of good quality. In those 
groups especially the pre-school children and adults suf

fering or reecvering from infectueus diseases are most 

*) FAO: Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United 

Nations. 

WHO: World Health Organisation. 
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liable to protein malnutrition,because of their higher 

protein requirement. 
If a condition of protein malnutrition coincides with an 

insufficient calorie-intake,the protein deficiency will 

aggravate, as part of the protein is used to provide for 

the minimum calorie need. Figure 1, taken from Bengoa [5], 

depiets the prevalenee of protein calorie malnutrition 

among children. For adults the nutritional situation as a 

20 

tl 
~ 10 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

fig. 1 P:r>evai 'lenae of aeve:r>e '7//H. and mode:r>ate :;:;:;:;:;: p:r>otein 

/aa'lo:r>ie ma'lnut:r>ition among ohi'ld:r>en (aoeo:r>ding to 

Bengoa [ 5] ) • 

1 Ca:r>ibean 5 Midd'le Eaat & No:r>th Af:r>iea 

2 Cent:r>a'l Ame:r>ic:a 6 India 

3 South Ame:r>iea 7 South East Asia (expt.India) 

4 Af:r>ioa ( expt. 8 West Pacific (expt.China and 

No:r>th Af:r>iea) Japan.) 

whole is less serious. If they can meet their calorie 

needs through eating wheat, millet and to some less ex

tent, by sorgum, rice or maize, enough protein is eaten 
to remain healthy. If cassava, manioc or other starchy 
roots or tubers are the staple food, protein supply is 
insufficient. 
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The protein gap is still widening, the main causes being: 

1. The disproportion between the increase in the world 

population and that of the protein production. 

2. The increasing consumption of beef in the economically 

developed countries. 

In the developing countries 190 kgs of grain are avail

able per head per year. This is almast entirely con

sumed to meet the calorie needs. From the 1000 kgs 

available per head in the USA and Canada 70 kgs are 

used for direct consumption. The rest is channeled in

to the plant- animal -man food chain [6],in which 

high quality protein is produced at sametimes extreme

ly low protein efficiencies (= edible protein produced 

/protein ingested). For instanee meat production from: 

hens 23% efficiency, pigs 12% and cattle 4.7%1 

3. The recent sharp rise of the energy prices causes the 

casts of fertilisers and that of eperating agricultu

ral machinery and irrigation systems to increase to 

such an extent that, especially in developing coun

tries, the food production is seriously threatened. 

Solving this malnutrition problem is the prime task of 

mankind,but it is a tremendous task because of the com

plexity of the problems involved and the world-wide ap

proach which is compulsory. The UN organisations FAO -

WHO - PCAG are trying to devise strategies to bridge the 

protein gap. These strategies imply impravement of water 

supply, fertiliser production, agricultural and fishing 

technology, food processing and preservation, marketing 

and distribution systems. Special attention is paid to 

the nutritional situation of the most vulnerable group: 

the pre-school child. Impravement of the diets of the 

children is pursued by means of mass communication and 

education programs. 

At the same time mothers are encouraged to continue to 

breastfeed their children, instead of following the exam

ple set by the developed world, where this is na langer 

camman practice. 
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It is realized that the problem of malnutrition cannot be 

solved if the world population will continue to increase 

at the present rate. 
Therefore family planning projects must be executed,along 

with projects which are more directly aimed at the impro

vement of the nutritional situation of malnourished peo

ple. 
In the struggle to bridge the protein gap, the devel

opement of unconventional protein sourees such as green 

leaf-protein and oil-seed protein, plays an imPortant 

part in making vast amounts of protein, unused ,untill now, 

available to human consumption. Protein from mieroblal 

origin,commonly called !ingle fell ~rotein,can ,also play 

an important part. Many substrates that are useless or 

unsuited for human consumption,can be used as carbon and 

energy souree by micro-organisms. 
various authors [7, 8, 9, 10] mention, as further advant

ages of mieroblal production, the good quality of micro

bial protein and the very large growth rates (more than 

1000 times faster than cattle). 

A disadvantage of microbial protein is caused by its high 

content of nucleic acids. If too much nucleic acid (es
pecially RNA) is present in a diet, as would be the case 

if all proteins were supplied by SCP, the concentration 

in the blood of uric acid would rise, which may cause 

renal calculi or gout [11]. 

In the last decennia a large number of processes have 

been investigated using bacteria, algae, fungi or yeasts 
as protein supplying micro organisms. Molasses, starch, 

sulfate waste liquor, wood hydrolysate, methanol, natura! 

gas, fat, lard and hydrocarbon fractions are among the 

substrates used in these processes. Of all these proces

ses the SCP production of yeast on n-alkanes has been 
studied most extensively. 
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I.2. THE GROWTH OF YEAST ON HYDROCARBON FRACTIONS. 

After the discovery, by Söhngen [12] in 190S, of 

micro organisms which use methane as a carbon and energy 

source, nurnerous other micro organisms were found which 

could assimilate hydrocarbons. Now it is clear that this 

ability is widespread in the microbial world. Good com

pilations of articles on the various micro organisms cap

able of assimilating hydrocarbons are given by Erdtsieck 

[14] and Bos [13], who also adds the results of his 

screening of the yeast culture collection of the C.B.S.*} 

Of the hydrocarbons,n-alkanes are most readily attacked 

by a large variety of micro organisms (bacteria, fungi 

and yeasts}. 

Assimilation of aromatic, alicyclic and branched hydro

carbons is found in a smaller nurnber of micro organisms. 

Assimilation of CH4 is an ability which only relatively 

few bacteria possess. 

I.2.1. THE GROWTH OF YEAST ON N-ALKANES. 

The literature on the consurnption rates of the var

ious homologous n-alkanes shows many éontradictions. 

Accordinq to Miller [lS] the consurnption rate increases 

from c 12 to c 14 ,while almast constant growth rates are 

found for ClS to c 17 . The n-alkanes c 20 - c 22 show the 
highest growth rate. 

Dostalek [16] finds an increasing growth rate for c 9 to 

c 14 • C1s - c 17 exhibit approxirnately the sarne growth rate, 

while from cl8 to c25 the growth rate decreases. 
The observations of Erdtsieck [14] differ from the prev

ious two. From c 11 the growth rate decreases and it is 

minimal for c 13 • From c14 to c 16 there is a sharp rise 

while c 17 and c 18 allow approximately the sarne growth rate 

as cl6" 
The experiments of Goma [17] show a completely different 

pattern. Growth rate increases from c 11 to c 18 with c 17 

*) C.B.S. Centraal Bureau voor Schimrnelcultures. 
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having a slightly lower growth rate. On one topic all 

authors are unanimous: below c10 the growth rate decreases 

very rapidly and is hardly noticeable or absent. 

The biochemistry of n-alkane by yeast is fairly wel! 

known. 
In the initia! stage the terminal carbon atom in the n

alkane is oxidised. (Lebeault) [18, 19]. The overall re

action is 

R-CH3 + NADPH + H+ + o2 + R-CH2-0H + NADP+ + H2o 

In a secend stage the alcohol is further oxidised to the 

corresponding aldehyde (v.d.Linden [20]). 

In a third step the aldehyde is further oxidised to farm 

a fatty acid. The metabolism of fatty acids, by means of 

s-oxidation yielding acive acetate, is very well known. 

A problem is posed by the way in which the utterly 

insoluble hydrocarbons can reach the enzymes in. the in

terior of the cells. The salution of this problem is vital 

for the adequate formulation of mathematica! moaels des

crihing the growth of yeasts on hydrocarbons. Erdtsieck 

[14] and Aiba [21] have shown that the supply ot n-alkane 

by dissolved molecules is only possible for short chain 

n-alkane < c12 • For higher n-alkanes direct contact be

tween cells and hydracarbon draplets must be the princi

pal transfer mechanism. 

This direct contact between cells and draplets has been 
observed by many authors such as Johnson [22], Mimura 

[231, Erdtsieck [14], Aiba [21], Bos [13] and Blanch [24]. 
For the transport of n-alkane from the draplets to the en-

zymes a lipophilic pathway was postulated. This postulate 

was based on the differences in the thickness of the cell 

wal! between cells grown on hydrocarbons and these grown 

on glucose,as was observed by Munk [25] and Bos [13]. 
Another indication was found by Nyns [26], Munk [25], 

Fiechter [27] and Bos [13] in the increased fatty acid 

content of the cell wall of hydracarbon grown cells. 

The observation that no growth is found on lower·hydrocar

bons c8 and c9 also contributed to this hypothesis, as it 
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was expected that these low hydrocarbons could extract the 

fatty acids from the cell wall and by so doing could inac

tivate the transport mechanism, Bos, Yoshida [28]. 

The direct contact transport hypothesis was clearly illus

trated by Munk et al, who showed by electron microscopie 

observations that the hydrocarbons are quickly and a-selec

tively taken up by the cells. Field emission scanning elec

tron microscopie observations,together with transmission 

e.m. observations,revealed the existence of protrusions 

on the cell wallof hydroca~bon grown cells, Osumi [29], 

Bos [13]. These protrusions were associated with electron 

dense patches in the cell wall and with pieces of endo

plasmie reticulum, where the oxidising enzymes might be 

located. Both authors suppose that these protrusions and 

underlying electron dense structure play an important role 

in the hydracarbon transfer mechanism. 

Bos [13] has shown that the cell wall could play a part in 

transport mechanism only and not in primary oxidation. He 

found that protoplasts of yeast cells which were grown on 

hydrocarbons could oxidise n-octane, while n-hexadecane 

was not oxidised. This can be explained by the fact that 

n-alkane has a much higher solubility in water than n

hexadecane. Therefore it can be concluded that for higher 

hydrocarbons (> c12 ) direct contact between oildrops and 

yeast cells is compulsory for the supply of n-alkane 

through the cell wall to the place where the oxidising 

enzymes are located. 

I.3. AIM OF THE THESIS. 

Most commonly the carbon and energy souree for micro

organisms is homogeneously dissolved in the aqueous pha

se. In these systems with one liquid phase the influence 

of substrate limitation on the growth rate of the micro

organism can be described by the Monod equation. 

1 dX Cs 
J.t = X dt = J.lmax K +C 

m s (1.1) 
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in which ll = specific growth rate. 

llmax = maximum value of the specific growth rate. 

x = concentratien of the micro-organisms. 

Cs = concentratien of the substrate that limits 

the growth rate. 
Km = proportionality constant {= Monod constant 

or saturation constant). 

The growth rate of many batch fermentations can be adequa

tely described by this formula. Also more sophisticated 

models, in which auto oxidation, maintenance energy con
sumption or inhibition of growth are taken into account, 

were based on the Monod equation. 

In the case of the fermentation of hydrocarbons the sys

tem is more complicated as the carbon and energy souree 
is supplied as a dispersed phase which is extremely in

soluble in water. If there is no interaction ~etween in
dividual drops {neither directly by coalescence nor indi

rectly by mass transfer through the water phase),then this 

segregated behaviour of the dispersed phase can influence 
growth phenomena to a very large extent. In this thesis 

the influence of segregation of the dispersed oil phase 

on the growth rate of yeast cells will be investigated. 

By this investigation we hope to contribute to a better 

understanding of the mechanisms which play a part in fer

mentation with two liquid phases and therefore to the dev

elopement of better design criteria for large continuous 
fermenters,in which S.C.P. is produced from n-alkanes. 

As the segregation phenomenon and its influence on growth 
could be studied most clearly in batch fermentation,this 

mode of cultivation was used in all experiments. 

~ A mathematica! model descrihing the interaction of drops 

and cells in batch cultures will be presented and the re

sults of this model will be compared with the experimental 
data. 
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CHAPTER II 

MODELS DESCRIBING THE GROWTH OF YEAST ON N-ALKANES, 

From the moment the first artiele on the large scale 

production of protein from n-alkanes was publisbed in 1962 

by Champagnat [15], models have been developed which could 

describe this fermentation process. Clearly the aim of all 

this modelling is to be able to optimalise the fermenter 

design and the operating conditions. 

The mathematica! models presented sofar can be subdivided 

according to the size of the oildrops that are considered 

to dominate the growth: 

1. Sub-micron droplets are controlling the growth. All mo

dels from this group are derived for the fermentation 

of pure n-alkanes. 

2. The larger drops dominate the growth. 

These models have been used to describe fermentation, 

both with pure n-alkane and with a solution of n-alkane 

in an inert oil phase. 

II.1. GROWTH OF YEAST ON SUB-MICRON DROPLETS AND PURE 

N-ALKANE. 

Most of the investigators examining the growth of yeast 

on pure n-alkanes ascribe the supply of n-alkane to the 

cells to the action of sub-micron droplets present in the 
culture medium. The occurrence of these sub-micron droplets 

in n-alkane-water dispersions was first reported by Peake 

[31]. 

When measuring the solubility of higher n-alkanes he found 

this solubility to be higher than could be expected. Lin

~ [32] had established an inverse proportionality be

tween the logarithm of the solubility of hydrocarbons in 

water and its molecular volume. 

For n-pentane thru n-octane this relationship was confirm

ed by McAuliffe [33]. The solubility of n-dodecane thru n

eicosane,as measured by Peake,was much higher than could 

be expected by substituting the solubility data found by 
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McAuliffe in the relationship of Lindenberg and extrapo

lating to c12 or c20 • Similar discrepancies had been found 

before by Baker [34] and Franks [35]. However, Peake show
ed that the n-alkane had to be present in the "solution" 

in the form of tiny droplets: when he passed what was con
sidered to be a solution through a microporeus filter with 

pore sizes of 0.45~,a considerable amount of the n-alkane 

was removed. 
A similar observation was made by Yoshida [36]~ He passed 
a "solution" containing 12.8 X 10-5g/l hexadecane through 

a membrane filter with pore sizes of 0.8~. The'filtrate 
contained 12.1 X 10-5g/l. After passing the filtrate 

through a filter with a pore size of 0.1~ only 5 x 10-6gfl 
was left. From these results it can be concluded that the 

size of the sub-micron or accomodated droplets ,- as they 

are called -must be mainly between 0.1~ and 0.8~. 
The experiments mentioned above were all conducted with 
relatively pure n-alkanes and distilled water. During a 
batch fermentation Goma [37] measured the amount of n-al

kane present in the fermentation broth as sub-micron drop

lets as a function of time. (All drops with a diameter 

above 0.1~ had been removed). The concentratien of these 
drops was found to increase sharply, to reach a maximum of 

35 mg/1 and thereafter to decrease gradually (fig.2). 
The mechanism by which accomodated drops are formed is not 

clear so far. A possible role of lipids or other surface 

active agents produced during fermentation had been sug
gested by Velankar [38], Hug [27] and Whitworth [39]. 

II.1.1. MODELS DESCRIBING GROWTH OF YEAST ON PURE 

N-ALKANES AS A RESULT OF THE PRESENCE OF 

SUB-MICRON DROPLETS. 

The first model in which it was assumed that the~ 
was mainly sustained by sub-micron droplets was ,presented 

by Aiba [41]. In this model it is supposed that :the mass 

concentratien is taken to be directly proportional to the 
specific interfacial area of the larger drops also present 
in the dispersion. The kinetica of the growth limitation 
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by the mass concentratien is expressed in a Monod type of 

equation: 

1 dX 
ll = x dt = 

s 
11max·K +S m 

in which 11 is the specific growth rate, S is the concen

tratien of sub-micron droplets, X is the cell concentrat

ion and Km is the saturation constant. 

40 ,....... 
N 

' ()) 

!:: 30 ....... 

~ 
{.> 

.'" 
N 20 .'" 
,.(;) 
;:! 

N 
Ç) 

10 co 

0 

0 5 10 

time [hr] 

fig. 2 The "solubility" of n-alkane in the form of sub 

miaron draplets during batah fermentation. 

(Taken from Goma [3?]). 

In order to obtain a relation with which the specific 

growth rate can be related to the eperating variables and 

the design parameters of the ferrnenter, a correlation be

tween the specific area of the macro dispersion and the 

latter parameters is introduced into the kinetic equation. 

The general trends indicated by the consequent relation 

of the specific growth rate with the parameters, agrees 

qualitatively fairly well with the experimental observat

ions of Aiba [40]. A quantitative agreement was not found. 
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In this mathematica! treatment of growth Moo Young 

[41] introduces the concept of the potentlal to aceome
date cells on drop surfaces. He supposes that this poten

tlal will limit the growth rate of yeast cells at all ti

mes. The correlation between the specific growth rate and 

this potentlal to aceomedate cells is expressed again by 

a kind of Monod equation, is which the accomodation po

tential is used instead of the concentratien of really 
dissolved substrate. The accomodation potentlal depends 

on the specific area of the n-alkane phase,which in turn 

is fixed by the dispersed phase concentratien and the si
ze of the drops under culture conditions.*) This dropsize 

is assumed to be directly proportional to the dropsize of 

the dispersion under no culture conditions. The,latter is 

correlated to the eperating conditions by Calderbank's e

quation [42]. In this way the growth rate can b~ express
ed in terros of the substrate concentratien and eperating 

conditions. 

When the results of this latter expression are compared 

with the experimental results,a good agreement is found 

only,if it is assumed that the dropsize under c~lture 
conditions is several orders of magnitude smaller than 

that under non-culture conditions. This means that in 

this model it is assumed that all n-alkane is present in 
the dispersion as sub-micron droplets, although it is re

ported that only a very smal! fraction of the dispereed 

phase is present as sub-micron dropiets (Goma [17]}. 

In the roodels developèd by Goma [43] and Chacravarty 
[44] the dispersion of sub-micron dropiets is treated as 

if it were a homogeneaus solution,from which the yeast 
cells consume the n-alkane which has been supplied to 

this solution by mass transfer from the larger oildrops. 

In Goma's model it is assumed that soon afte~ the 

start of the fermentation,mass transfer limitatiqn to the 

water phase will cause a stationary si tuation, in ·,which 

*} Onder these conditions the oil is dispersed in the com

plete culture medium but no cells are present. 
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the accumulation in the water phase is zero. In this way 

the exponentlal growth phase is excluded. A kinatic equa~ 

ion for the specific growth rate is derived by calculat

ing the flux of n-alkane to the water phase. For the mass 

transfer coefficient Calderbank's equation [45] is used 

and for the specific area of the n-alkane phase Sprow's 
equation (43], In the resulting equation an inhibitory 

effect of the cell concentratien on growth is found. In 
this kinatic model the inhibition coefficient is a funct

ion of the eperating conditions,but no attempt was made 

to campare calculated values for this constant with these 
calculated from experimental data. 

Like Goma, Chacravarty [44] treats the dispersion of 

the sub-micron draplets as a homogeneaus solution. The 

formation of sub-micron draplets and consequently the "so
lubility" of n-alkane in water is supposed to increase 

under the influence of surface active agents the product
ion of which is associated with growth. The "equilibrum 

concentration" of the n-alkane in the water phase is sup

posed to increase exponentially with the concentratien of 

surface active agents and hence exponentially with the 

cell concentration. The rate at which cells consume n-al
kane from the water phase is assumed to depend on the 

water phase n-alkane concentration, as formulated by Monod 
equation. Mass transfer from the oil phase supplies the 
water phase with substrate. For the calculation of the 

mass transfer coefficient Hixson's equation [46) is used 

and for the surface area of the oil phase a correlation 

given by Sanchez-Podlech [47] is used. 
By combining the mass transfer equation with the Monod 

equation a differentlal equation results,which can be in

tegrated numerically. 
With this model individual growth curves can be matehad 
very well. However, when it is tried to describ'e with this 

model a series of experiments in which one eperating var

iable differs from experiment to experiment,large differ

ences are found. 



None of these models described befare are very con

vincing. Either the models describe only a part of the 

growth curve,or so many parameters are used that every in

dividual growth curve can be matched. 

Besides, many of the hypotheses on which the models are 

based are arbitrary,or in conflict with standard theory 

on mass transfer. 

Aiba supposes the mass concentration of sub-micron drop

Iets to be proportional to the specific area of the macro 

dispers ion. 

Moo Young supposes the surface area to be limiting at all 

times and he supposes all n-alkane to be presenf as sub

micron droplets. 

Goma and Chacravarty use the molecular diffusion coeffi

cient of n-alkane to calculate the mass transfe~ of sub

micron draplets to the water phase. 

Chacravarty supposes the concentration of sub-micron ~ 

Iets to be directly proportional to the cell concentration. 
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II.2. GROWTH OF YEAST ON LARGER DROPS. 

In contrast to the roodels discussed so far a number of 

researchers believe the direct contact of yeast cells with 

drops larger than lp to contribute significantly to the 

growth process. They are led to this conclusion by the ob
servation that in fermentation broths almast all yeast 

cells are adsorbed to larger drops. This has been reported 

by Johnson [48], Mimura [49] and Hattori [50]. Another 

consideration is that if n-alkane is dissolved in an inert 

oil,the sub-micron draplets which may be formed will also 

contain unmetabolizable hydrocarbons. These branched or 

aromatic hydrocarbons will remain behind,after all the 

n-alkane has been consumed from the drop. Thus the surface 

active agents responsible for the formation of the sub

micron draplets will become inactivated. 

Erdtsieck [14] showed experimentally the importance of 

growth on the interfacial area provided by the larger 

drops. In two simultaneous batch experiments yeast was 

grown on a salution of 80% n-hexadecane in pristane. 

Befare that he had shown that under these conditions no 

substrate limitation to growth was found. In the two cul

tures the oil holdup differed by a factor 2. As the mix

ing intensity in bath fermenters were the same and the 

oil holdup was very low (1.2% and 0.6%) the interfacial 

area also differed by a factor 2. 
In the two cultures the exponentlal phase stopped once a 

critica! cel! concentratien was exceeded. After that the 

growth rate was constant. This critica! cell concentra~ 

appeared to be directly proportional to the oil holdupand 

hence to the interfacial area available. The growth rate 

in the linear phase also showed a direct proportionality 

to the holdup. From these results he concluded that the 

change from exponentlal to linear growth must have been 

caused by surface limitation and consequently direct con

tact with large drops must be the more important transfer 

mechanism. 
Erdtsieck did nat construct a model in which these phenom-
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ena were mathematically described. 

II.2.1. RIETEMA'S MODEL. 

The first mathematica! model descrihing the growth of 

yeast by direct contact with larger oil drops was given 

by Rietema, [51]. In this model growth is considered to 

be a two-particle popuiatien process,in which the growth 

rate is determined by the interaction of the two populat

ions. This interaction is supposed to be of a stochastic 

nature. 

This model constitutes the basis for the stochastic model 

presented in this thesis and it is further elaborated in 

chapter III. 

II.2.2. DUNN'S MODEL. 

On purely theoretica! grounds Dunn [52] constructed 

two simple,straightforward models. In one the yeast cells 

are supposed to grow on dissol ved n-alkane only .' In the 

ether model growth is assumed to take place on the sur

face of the oildrops only. Freely floating cells', have no 

supply of n-alkane and consequently they do not grow. The 

growth rate of the cells adsorbed to the oil drops is de

termined by the n-alkane concentratien of the drops and 

mathematically described by the Monod equation: 

- s 
u - llmax K +S 

m 

The overall growth rate is caused by the adsorbed cells 

only and can be expressed by: 

Xmax is the maximum number of cells that can be accomoda~ 

ed at the oil-water interphase. cr is the fraction of Xmax 
that is really occupied by cells. The adsorption,and des

orption rates are supposed to be so high compared with 

the growth rate,that the fraction cr can be expressed by 

a Langmuir type of equation. 
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bX 
cr = l+bX 

For the growth rate now res~ts 

As a consequence of this model the initial growth rate 

should be directly proportional to the number of cells 

present in the culture: which means exponentlal growth. 

As the cell concentratien increases as growth proceeds, 

the growth rate should increase less than proportional 

and should ultimately become constant because of surface 

limitation. 

At any time the growth rate should be proportional to the 

surface area of the oil phase. 

Dunn did not perform any experiments in order to inves

tigate the validity of his model. 

From experiments by Erdtsieck [14] and Wang [53] it can 

be seen that surface limitation can occur. Also the ex

pected dependenee of the growth rate in the linear phase 

on the interfacial area is confirmed. However, the de
pendance of the growth rate in the exponential phase on 

the surface area is in disagreement with the results of 

Erdtsieck,but is confirmed as topure n-alkane by Wang 

[53] , Aiba r21], Moo Young [54] and others. 

II.2.3. ERICKSON'S MODEL. 

In a series of articles Erickson [55, 5~, 57, 58] et. 

al. publisbed a number of models descrihing growth of 

yeast on n-alkanes. In this series the models become more 

and more complex, as more phenomena that can influence the 

growth kinetics are incorporated into the model. The most 

sophisticated model is founded on the following hypotheses: 

a Growth is possible both for cells adsorbed to oil drops 

and for cells which are freely floating in the continu

ous water phase. 

b The growth rate of the cells is determined by the n-al

kane concentration. For adsorbed cells the dispersed con-
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centration is decisive, for free cells the continuous 

phase concentration. The kinetics of growth can be ex

pressed in the Monod equati~n. The saturation constant 

is different for the two phases by several orders of 

magnitude. 

c The dispersed phase can either be pure or diluted n

alkane. 
d Mass transfer between the oil phase and the water phase 

supplies the water phase with n-alkane. 

e Dropsize distribution is taken into account. 

The size of the drops and the distribution function are 

constant throughout the fermentation process. 

f At all times drops of the same size have the same n-al

kane concentratien and the same number of adsorbed yeast 

cells. 

g Coalescence and redispersion can attribute to mass trans

fer between drops. This mechanism acts on drops of dif

ferent sizes only. 

The mathematica! formulation of the model consists of the 

following balances: 

a Cell balances for every size class of drops and cell 

balance for the free cells in the continuous phase. 

b Substrate balances for every size class of dröps and 

one for the continuous phase. 

This model was simulated on a computer. 

Mathematica! routines were used to find the values of the 

parameters for which the simulation resulted in the clos

est similarity with the èxperiments. 

The two simulations that gave the best fit had 7 and 8 

parameters respectively. 

Although the simulated growth curves resemble the experi

mental onesrather well,. the parameters found give rise to 

the following remarks. 

From the simulated curves it can be seen that the water 

phase always contains a high proportion of yeast cells. 

Consequently the adsorption is very slow and the' desorpt

ion is rather fast (fig.3). 
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This is in contradiction with the observations of Johnson 

[48] 1 Mimura [49], Blanch [24] and Battori [50]. 

As the growth rate of the freely suspended cells is very 

low (because of the low n-alkane concentratien in the con

tinuous phase),the maximum specific growth rateon the 

drops has to be extremely high: 0.7- 0.75 hr-1 • Such high 

values have never been reported before. 

This erroneous result may have been caused by a misinter

pretation of their experimental observations and in parti

cular by a misinterpretation of the amount of yeast with 

which the cultures were inoculated. In the experiments the 

inoculum was taken from a three days old continuous cul

ture. 

It was assumed that all the cells in the inocu~um were ac

tively growing. The cumulative alkali consumption curves 

by which growth was monitored were corrected by adding the 

amount of alkali corresponding with the total inoculum 

size. But most probably a large proportion of the inocul

ating cells will have been inactive or even dead. For an 

accurate assessment of the growth phenomena these cells 

should be left out of consideration. 

That this was not done can be clearly seen from an experi

ment taken from Prokop and Erickson [59](fig.4). 

The parameter estimation was based oh these experiments. 

In fig.3 the specific growth rate increases gradually, 

reaches a maximum and declines again, as time proceeds. 

In order to match the results of the computer model with 

these experimental data,the adsorption rate constant is 

supposed to be very low. In that case the cells adsorb 

slowly to the oildrops,on which specific growth rate is 

almost equal to the maximum specific growth rate. As the 

fraction of adsorbed cells increases the overall growth 

rate will increase too. 

If in a culture all inoculated yeast cells would adsorb 

very fast to the oildrops and if all cells were active, 
I 

growth would start exponentially at maximum rate. 

That means that in a plot of the growth rate versus the 
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total amount of yeast cells present in the culture,a 

straight line can .be drawn through the first data points 

and that this line will pass through the origin. From fig. 

3 it can be seen that the inoculum size with which the cu

mulative alkali consumption was corrected was too large. 

If the size of the inoculum were assumed to be 0.7 rol less, 

a situation would be reached as described above. 

The specific growth rate that would have been obtained 
after this smaller correction is 0.31 hr-1 • This value is 

frequently reported in literature. 

The model with which the best agreement with the experi

ments was found was a model in which the coalescence fre

quency was oo, A model in which segregation of the oil 

phase was supposed to play a part gave an inferior fit. 

From this result it cannot be concluded that segregation 

does not figure at all,because in this simulation the in

fluence of segregation is not modelled properly. It is as
sumed that for each size class of drops there exists com

plete integration between the constituent drops,while at 

the same time these drops are cornpletely segregated from 
other classes of drops (hypothesis f) . In this way the in

fluence of segregation is largely nullified. 
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CHAPTER 111 

THE STOCHASTIC MODEL FOR GROWTH ON DILUTED N-ALKANE. 

III.l. GROWTH OF YEAST. 

In mass cultivation most yeast cells grow asexually 

by budding from mother cells. On the surface of the mother 

cell a bud is formed and gradually enlarges. After the 

division of the mother nucleus and migration of one of 

the resulting nuclei into the bud, the cell membrane is 
closed. The daughter cell can detatch itself from the 

mother cell, leaving a scar at the site where the bud was 

formed. This budding process will take approximately 30 

minutes. In an actively growing yeast culture generation 
times (= the time required to double the number of cells 

per unit volume) generally range from 2 to 4 hours. Gene
ration time and hence the growth rate is influenced by 

the availability of the nutrients necessary for the pro

duction of the new cells. If the nutrients or substrates 
are homogeneously dissolved in the water phase, the in

fluence of the growth rate limiting substrate concentrat

ion on the growth rate is most commonly described by the 
Monod equation: 

(3.1.1) 

If the substrate that limits the growth rate is dissolved 

in a dispersed non aqueous phase, as is the case with the 

fermentation of hydrocarbons, the behaviour of the dis
persed phase can significantly influence the overall ~ 

rate. 

III.2. PRINCIPLES ON WHICH THE MODEL IS BASED. 

The drop size of the oil phase in n-alkane fermentat

ion has been measured by many researchers [21, 47, 53, 60 

65]. Although no agreement is found on the exact size of 

the drops, all authors report the drop sizes to be very 

small. From the work of Groothuis [66] and of Curl [67] 
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it can be concluded that interaction between drops of 

these sizes (<20~) by coalescence and redispersion is 

very low. In fermentation media in which yeast cells are 

adsorbed to the surface of the oildrops, this interaction 

is further reduced by the presence of the cells. Blanch 

[68] has confirmed this experimentally. A low interaction 

rate between disperse phase draplets will lead to a seg-

regated behaviour of this phase, which means that each 

drop passes through its own history, which is nat direct

ly affected by the presence of other drops. 
I 

In the literature on chemica! reactions Rieterna [69] 

has shown that if the order of the reaction differs from 

unity, segregation can influence the overall rTaction rate 

to a considerable extent. For microbial growth in one 

phase systems Tsai [70] has shown the detrimental effect 

of segregation on the conversion rate of the biologica! 

reaction. 

In literature on n-alkane fermentation, segregation is 

considered to be a phenomenon which can substantially in

fluence the growth rate. The attempt made by E~ickson to 
incorporate the influence of segregation on growth into 

his model has been cormnented upon in chapter II. In this 

chapter a mathematica! model will be described, whichwill 

show the real effiect that segregation could have on growth. 

This model is a further extension of the model ,designed 

by Rieterna [51]. 

In order to limit the number of independent parameters, 

we must start from a few assumptions which are more ar 

less realistic. 

1. Uniform drop size is assumed throughout, while also 

the decrease in drop size due to n-alkane cdnsumption 

is neglected. The latter assumption is reasonable in 

conneetion with our experiments in which the n-alkane 

concentration in the oil phase never exceed~d 22%. 

2. No coalescence between drops of the oil phase exists. 

3. The growth rate of a yeast cell on an oildrqp is 

either maximum ar zero, depending on whether there is 
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n-alkane present in the drop or not. This means that 

the saturation constant in the Monod equation is negli

gible compared to the high n-alkane concentratien in 

the oil phase. In experiments, which will be described 

in chapter V, the saturation constant Km was found to 

be appr. 0.015 kg n-alkane/kg oil phase. It must be no

ticed that auto oxidation, maintenance energy require

ment and death of micro-organisms is left out of consi
deration. 

4. Newly produced cells stay on their native drop, unless 

this drop is already completely covered with cells. Be

cause new yeast cells arise from the budding process, 
which takes a long time and because adsorption is very 

strong, the chance of newly produced cells to remain on 

their native drop is nearly 100%. If the drop is alrea

dy entirely covered with cells, the newly produced 

cell will become a free floating cell. 
The foregoing assumptions mean that the dispersion of 

yeast cells and oildrops in the culture medium can be con
ceived as a system with two populations: 

1. A population of yeast cells: Cells can be either free

ly floating in the culture medium, or be adsorbed to an 

oildrop. The adsorbed cells can be further distinguish
ed into those for which growth is still possible (the 

oildrop still contains n-alkane), and those for which 

growth is not possible. (All n-alkane in the drop is 
consumed.} 

2. A population of the oildrops: Dr~ps can be classified 
according to the number of yeast cells adsorbed on 

their surface and according to the degree of n-alkane 

depletion. 
From the assumptions mentioned above it will also be clear 

that within one population there is no interaction ~ 

seperate individuals of that population. For the drop pop

ulation this means that each drop passes through its own 
history as stated before. Later on it will be seen that 

the history of individual cells is not known, because of 
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the requirements of the mathematica! model. However, 

there is a strong interaction between individuals of the 

cell population on the one hand, and the individuals of 

the drop population on the other hand. This interaction 

is assumed to be perfectly stochastic in character. There 

is no preferenee of one individual for other individuals. 

If in a batch experiment the system is inoculated 

with a relatively small number of yeast cells, some drops 

will adsorb one or more cells, while most of the drops 

will remain empty. The distribution of the cells over the 

drops is determined by the random processes of adsorption 

and desorption. As in these systems adsorption is a fast 

process and desorption a slow process, most c~lls with 

which the culture was inoculated will become adsorbed. As 

newly produced cells remain with their native drop, growth 

will cause the number of cells adsorbed to a drop to in

crease, while simultaneously the degree of depletion will 

increase too. If the number of cells adsorbed to a drop 

reaches its maximum value, free cells are produced, while 

also in this case the degree of depletion of the drop to 

which the producing cell is adsorbed will increase. 

After some time the first drops will become empty of n

alkane; nevertheless a number of yeast cells will remain 

adsorbed on these empty drops. As these cells have no 

langer any supply of n-alkane, they do not take part in 

the growth process any langer. On the other hand drops 

which have no adsorbed cells still remain unconverted. 

Consequently the specific growth rate can decrease sig

nificantly, while the culture as a whole still contains 

ample n-alkane and an apparently Monod-like behaviour of 

the culture can be found. This is especially true if the 
size of inoculum is small. In that case the number of 

drops that adsorbed a cell can be assumed to be proport

ional to the inoculum size. As long as these inoculated 

drops are not yet fully depleted, the growth fellows an 

exponentlal course. When the first drops are depleted the 

growth rate will stop to be exponential. It can be ex-
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pected, therefore, that the length of the exponentlal 

growth period {expressed as the amount of n-alkane con

sumed) wil! increase with the inoculum size. 

III.3. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION. 

Before working out the mathematica! model in detail the 

following symbols are defined: 

H
0 

= number of oildrops per unit volume of dispersion. 

b =diameter of the drops {equal for all drops). 

n = number of cells per unit volume of dispersion. 

no = number of cells per unit volume of dispersion at 

t = o. 

f = number of free cells per unit volume of dispersion. 

g = number of adsorbed cells per unit volume of dispers-

ion. 

r = number of yeast cells adsorbed to one drop. 

r 1 = maximum number of yeast cells that can be adsorbed 

on one drop. 

r 2 = maximum number of yeast cells that can be produced 
from one drop. 

s 

c 

surface area on a drop covered by one yeast cel! 
2 {r1 = 'll'h /s). 

= amount of n-alkane necessary to produce one cel!. 

= initia! n-alkane concentration in the oil phase 

{r2 = 11b
3c

0
/6e). 

= i.nstantaneous concentration of n-alkane in a drop. 

i = degree of depletion of a drop 

{i= 1-c/C
0
). 

Fr{i)dt = number of oildrops per unit volume of dispers

ion, with r cells adsorbed on its surface and a de

gree of depletion between i and t+d , if t<l. 

Gr = number of oildrops per unit volume of dispersion, 

with r cells adsorbed on its surface and a degree of 

depletion equal to 1. 

Therefore: 
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a adsorption rate coefficient defined by: 

the adsorption rate of cells to one speci~ic drop 

= af(r1-r). 

d = desarptien rate coefficient defined by: 

the desarptien rate of cells from one specific drop 

= dr. 
p = production rate coefficient defined by: 

the production rate of cells on a specific drop 

= pr. 

Therefore: dR./dt = pr/r2 • 

n, f, g, r, c, R., F (R.) and Gr all are functions of time. 
r -· 

All drops in the fermentation medium are characterised by 

the number r of cells adsorbed to them and to t~eir de

gree of depletion R.. 

By the functions Fr(R.) and Gr the distribution of the 

drops over the possible states is described at every 

moment t. 

At the beginning of the fermentation these functions have 

the following value: 

F0 (0) = H
0

, Fr(R.) 

and Gr = 0 for all r. 

0 for every r<O 

By adsorption, desarptien and production drops move from 

one state into another. For instanee the adsorption of a 

cell makes the drop move from state (r,R.) into (r+1,R.). 

For drops which are not yet completely depleted (R-<1) the 

following balances hold, irrespective of the value of R.: 

for r<r1 
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d
dFtr = ( aF r) + ( aF r) .I2E = 

at R. aR- t·r2 

{af(r1-r+1)+p(r-1) }Fr_1+d(r+1)Fr+l 

I 

-{af(r1-r)+dr+pr}Fr 

III 

II 

(3.3.1) 



I: rate at which drops with r adsorbed cells are formed 

from drops with r-1 adsorbed cells, by the process 

of adsorption and production respectively. 

II: rate at which drops with r adsorbed cells are formed 

from drops with r+1 adsorbed cells, by the process 

of desorption. 

III: rate at which drops with r adsorbed cells are con

verted into drops with r+1 or r-1 cells, by the pro

cess of adsorption, desorption and production respec

tively. 

For r=r1 

-dr F 1 r 1 (3.3.2) 

For Gr, the number of drops of which all n-alkane has been 

consumed (!=1) and which have r adsorbed cells at time t, 

it can be shown that: 

+ p(r-1) F (1) 
r r-1 2 

In this expression Fr_1 (1) = lim F 1 (t) 
t+l r-

For the number of adsorbed cells g we can derive: 

r 1 r 
g = 'i1 

r f F (.t)d.t + 'i1rG 
0 0 r 0 r 

and for the number of free cells it follows that: 

(3.3.3) 

(3.3.4) 

(3.3.5) 

(3.3.6) 

while for the number of adsorbed cells it follows that: 

~ 
dt 

rel 1 

af(H
0

r 1-g) - gd + pI r J Fr(t)dt 
0 0 

(3.3.7) 
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The total number of cells present in the culture n in

creases by production of new cells only, so: 

dn 
dt (3.3.8) 

1 dn It is our airn to find the specific growth rate ~-n dt as 

a function of the average alkane concentratien C. 

III.4. SOME EXTREME CASES. 

In order to elucidate the rnathernatical rnoqel describ

ed above, sorne extreme cases will be discussed .' These ex-
' trerne cases, which can be solved rather easily ,, are rneant 

to illustrate the consequences of the rnathernatit:al model. 

Case 1: 

The adsorption and desarptien rates are very high. In this 

case there will be a rapid exchange of cells between drops 

tbraughout the growth process. As a consequence the histo

ry of all drops will be the sarne. 

nepending on drop size and n-alkane concentratien two sub

cases can be distinguished: 

1.1 r 1 >r2 
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During the growth process all produced cells can be 

adsorbed to a drop surface and, unless the inoculurn 

size was extrernely large, no surface lirnitation will 

occur. The specific growth rate of the cells is deter

rnined by the ratio of adsorption and desarptien rate. 

As these rates are high in respect to the production 

rate, the following balance holds in quasi-stationary 

state: 

dr 
dt = af(r1-r)-dr = 0 (3.4.1) 

f _ rd 
- a(r1-r) (3.4.2) 

The production rate of new cells in the culture is 

given by 



dn 
dt = Hopr 

since n = H
0
r+f 

it fellows for the specific growth rate: 

Jl 
1 dn 
n: dt 

(3.4.3) 

(3.4.4) 

(3.4.5) 

The substitution of (3.4.2) into (3.4.5) leads to: 

Jl 
H + 

0 

d 
(3.4.6) 

If r 1>>r2 then the number of adsorbed cells is low 

with respect to r 1 and r 1-r%r1 . 

From (3.4.6) it can be seen that in this case the 

specific growth rate 

(3.4.7) 

is constant untill all drops are completely exhausted. 

1.2 r 1<r2 
Now the rate at which cells are produced will finally 

be limited by surface saturation of the drops. 

Combining the cell balance for a single drop (3.4.1) 

with n = f+H
0

r and subsequently eliminating f we find: 

Y = ~1 = I (H:r1 + aH:r1 + 1) 

4n 
Hor1 ] . ~ (3.4.8) 

The total number of cells present in the culture can 

be related to the n-alkane concentratien by: 

(3.4.9) 

in which n-n is the total number of cells present at 
0 

the start of the fermentation (inoculum size). 
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From (3.4.3) and (3.4.9) it fellows for the specific 

growth rate: 

(3.4.10) 

In graph 5 y is shown as a function of n/H
0 

while in 

graph 6 ~/p is shown as a function of C/C
0 

with n
0 

as 

parameter. 

1 2 3 

[ ~ l 1 ~ 1 

0 

0 
0 10 20 30 40 

n/H0 [-] 

fig.5 F1'action of the d1'op su1'face ocaupied by adso1'bed 

cetts, y, as a funation of the dimensiontess eelt 

concent1'ation n/H
0

• Pa1'ameter: ratio of the adsorp

tion and deso1'ption 1'ate constant, d/aH
0 

(~1 = 20). 

Case 2: 

The adsorption rate is finite and large, the desarptien 

rate is zero. 
Again two cases can be distinguished: 
2.1 r 1 >r2 
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In this case all yeast cells will be adsorbed to a 

drop shortly after inoculation and never leave this 
drop again. The cells grow at maximum rate, until the 

n-alkane in the drop to which cells are adsorbed is 
consumed clompletely. 

During the growth process newly produced cells stay 

on their native drop, as ample space is available. 
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r2 = 40 

d/aH
0 

0.1 

1 no/Ho 0.1 

2 n /H 8.0 
0 0 

0 
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C/C

0 

fig.6 Dimensionless specific growth rate as function of 

dimensionless n-alkane concentration. Adsorption 

and desorption rates are high while r 1 < r 2 . 

Parameter: inoculum size n
0

/H
0

• 

The free cells concentratien stays zero and drops, 
which did not adsorb a cell at inoculation, will nev
er be able to adsorb one. 

When the drops which did adsorb a cell at inoculation 

are completely exhausted, the growth oornes to a sud

den stop befere all n-alkane, P,resent in the èulture 
as a whole, is fully consumed. The fraction of the 

consumed n-alkane and so also the fraction residual 
n-alkane is determined by the number of drops which 

adsorb a cell from the inoculum and hence by the in

oculum size. Graph 7 shows ~/p as a function of C/C
0

, 

inoculum size being parameter. 
2.2 r 1<r2 

The start of the growth process is similar to the 

preceding case: all cells are adsorbed rapidly, leav-
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fig.? Dimensionless specific growth rate as function of 

the dimenaionless n-alkane conaentration. Desorpt

ion rate is zero while r 1 > r 2 . Paramete~: inoaul

um size n
0

/H
0

. 
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ing no free cells in the continuous phase. (Providing 

the inoculum size is not too large). As growth pro

ceeds, the surface of inoculated drops will become 

completely covered with cells, while n-alkane is still 

present in the drop and growth will continue. Newly 

produced cells now will become desorbed and.are ready 

to be adsorbed by drops which are still empty. Growth 

on these newly inoculated cells will start immediately 

at maximum rate 

Oildrops inoculated at t = o will become depleted 

after a certain time t
0 

and the cells at their sulface 

stop growing because of substrate limitation although 

they remain adsorbed. Hence the specific growth rate 

will decrease sharply after t
0

• As growth proceeds, 

however, the relative amount of these inactivated 

yeast cells will decrease, causing the specific growth 



rate to increase slowly, until a new group of oildrops 

becomes depleted and the specific growth rate will 

drop again. This process can repeat itself several 

times, as shown in graph 8. 

It will be clear that none of these extreme cases are 
very realistic~ nevertheless the trend indicated by these 

extreme cases will appear again in the real experiments, 

as well as in the Monte Carlo simulation of these experi

ments. 

1 100 drops 

ll!P 

1 
C/C

0 

fig.B-Dimensionless speaifia gowth roate as funation of 

the dimensionless n-alkane aonaentroation. 

Desaroption roate is zeroo while ro 1 < ro 2 . 
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CHAPTER IV 

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION, 

IV.l. PRINCIPLE OF THE SIMULATION. 

The set of equations which constitute the mathematica! 

formulation of the interaction of the cell population and 

the drop population is very complicated. The simultaneous 
differentlal equations which describe the behaviour of the 

distribution functions Fr(~) and Gr contain discrete var
iables such as r and f. Moreover the formulas for f and g 

are integro-d!fferential equations. Because of this com
plexity no attempt was made to solve these equations, 

either analytically or numerically. 

Instead it was decided to use a Monte Carlo method, in 

order to simulate the growth process of a limited number 
of cells and drops (h

0
). In this Monte Carlo method the 

complicated mathematica! formulation is bypassed complete

ly, as the physical and biologica! process is modelled di
rectly. Spielman and Levenspiel [71] were the first to use 

Monte Carlo methods in Chemica! Engeneer!ng. In their art

iele on chemical reaction in coalescing d!spersed systems, 
they clearly demonstrated that this is indeed a very pow

erful method. 

In our Monte Carlo simulation the processes of ad

sorption, desorption and production are determined by ran

dom numbers. Among these processes adsorption and desorpt
ion are known to be completely determined by chance. In 

the simulation production is also treated as a chance pro

cess: every cell which is adsorbed to a drop that contains 
n-alkane, is assumed to have at al~ times the same proba
bility to produce a new cell. In the simulation for each 

drop the history, which is determined by adsorption, de

sorption and production is followed i.e. the n-alkane con

centration and the number of adsorbed yeast cells are re
corded for every drop at all times. 

In contrast with this, the h!story of individual cells is 
not recorded, because in the first place the memory capa-
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city of the computer used to perfarm the simulation would 

be exceeded and in the secend place computing times would 

be excessive. Consequently cells have no identity and are 

distinguished in adsorbed- and free cells only. This lack 

of identity of the cells also explains the necessity of 

equalizing the production chance for all cells, regardless 

of their actual stage in the budding process. Consequent

ly production of new cells proceeds stepwise and therefore 

the n-alkane from the drop to which the produclng cell is 

adsorbed is also consumed stepwise. The n-alkame concen

tratien of a drop is no langer regarded as a function con

tinuous with time, but as a function which has r 2+1 diffe

rent discrete values. 

The simulation is carried out in time steps of a constant 

time interval and in process steps. During one time step 

the processes of adsorption, desarptien and production are 

carried out in this same sequence for all cells and all 

drops that are qualified for these processes. This means 

that only free cells adsorb and only adsorbed cells desorb, 

while only cells adsorbed to drops which contain n-alkane 

can produce new cells. The simulation is continued until 

all n-alkane of all drops has been consumed by the produc

tion process. 

If the simulation is carried out with a sufficiently 

large number of drops, the course of the total number of 

cells in the simulation with time will be a good estimate 

for the behaviour of a real fermentation system. 

IV.2 THE ADSORPTION PROCEDURE. 

In chapter III the adsorption rate has been defined ~ 

dr 
-- = af(r -r) dt 1 (4.2.1) 

This means that the adsorption rate ~~ for one drop is di

rectly proportional to the free cell concentratien f and 

to the number of empty places on the surface (r1-r) of 

that drop. As a result of adsorption of cells to a drop 

the free cell concentratien f decreases. In a unit volume 
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H
0 

drops are present and the rate at which the free cell 

concentration decreases because of adsorption is given by: 

( df) HI - (dri) = HI - af(r -r ) 
dt ads = i=1 dt ads i=1 1 i 

= -aH
0
f(r1-r> 

-With r 
Ho 

1 =-I r. = Ho J. 
i=1 

(4.2.2) 

This substitution is allowed if H
0 

is sufficiently large. 

If desorption and production are left out of consideration, 

as will be done throughout this section, the total number 

of cells per unit volume will not change and the following 

equation holds for all t: 

Ho 
f(t1) + I ri (t1) = 

i=1 

Ho 
f(t2) + I ri(t2) 

i=1 

which can be rearranged into 

From ~4.2.2) it follows that: 

(~~)t = -aH0 (r1 - r(t2)) f(t 2) 
2 

(4.2.3) 

(4.2.4) 

(4.2.5) 

In this equation r(t1) is the number of cells which are 

adsorbed to a drop at the start of the observed time in
terval at. By substituting (4.2.5) into (4.3.5) r can be 

eliminated and the following differentlal equation in f 

results: 

= -af2 (t2 ) - {aH
0

r 1 - af(t1) - aH
0
r(t1)}f(t2 ) 

(4.2.6) 
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Initia! condition: t = t 1 ~ f = f(t 1) 

From this equation the number of cells which will adsorb 

duringa time interval 6t, (6f)ads = f(t 2) - f(t1), can be 
calculated to be 

1-exp{a6t[H
0

(r1-r)-f]} 
(6f)ads = H

0
f(r1-r) _ _ 

f-H
0

(r1-r)exp{a6t[H
0

(r1-r)-f]} 

(4.2.7) 

So as not to complicate the formulas too much, f will in

dicate the free cell concentration at the beginning of the 

observed time interval f(t1), and similarly r wiill be used 

insteadof r(tl). 
In this equation all parameters are related to the unit 

volume in which H
0 

drops are present. However, in the si

mulation a limited number of drops, h
0

, is used. This 

means that the behaviour of a small volume, h
0

/H
0

, out of 

the fermenter is simulated during time steps of ~t sec. 

A new rate constant a' is defined in accordance with 
(4.2.2): 

(4.2.8) 

As the dimension of a = [m3sec-1] the new constant a' will 

be dimensionless. 
The number of free cells in the simulated volume is 

(4.2.9) 

(4.2.7) transforma into: 

1-exp{a' [h Cr1-r)-f']} 
(~f') = h f' (r -r>--------~0~~----------------

ads 0 1 f'-h (r -r)exp· {a'[h (r -r)-f']} 
0 1 0 1 

(4.2.10) 

In this formula f' is the number of free cells in the 

simulated volume at the start of the observed time inter

val. Formula (4.2.10) is the basis for the adsorption 
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procedure employed in the Monte Carlo simulation. 

Three different procedures were developed: 

a. Adsorption procedure 1. 

In this procedure for every time step (Af')ads is cal
culated with formula (4.2.10). Then for every empty 

place on the surface of all drops an adsorption chance 

is calculated as: 

Pa,t = 
(Af')ads 

ho 
L (r1-r. t) 

i=1 1
' 

(Af')ads 

h
0

(r1-r> 
(4.2.11) 

This adsorption chance for an empty place, p t' depends a, 
on the free cell concentratien and the number of free 

places and therefore it may differ from time step to 

time step. This adsorption chance determines for every 

empty place whether adsorption will take place or not. 

For this purpose a random number x1 is generated in 
the interval o~x 1~1. If this number is smaller than 

Pa,t adsorption will take place: the number of free 
cells is decreased by one, while the number of cells 

adsorbed to the drop containing the empty place is in

creased by one. 
When this adsorption procedure was tried in the 

Monte Carlo simulation, it gave rise to instabilities. 
In the course of the simulation the number of free 

yeast cells started to oscillate between positive and 

negative values. Moreover, this procedure required 

large computing times, because of the large number of 

random numbers that had to he generated. Both negative 

aspects of this procedure prohibited its use in the 

simulation. 

b. Adsorption procedure 2. 

In this procedure the number of cells (Af 1 )ads as cal
culated with (4.2.10) is distributed randomly over the 

drops in such a way, that the chance for a drop to ad

sorb a cell is proportional to the number of empty pla

ces on its surface. In general (Af')ads will not he an 
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integer number. As it is not possible to adsorb fract

ions of cells (~f')ads is rounded off to its integer 

value. 

In order to distribute this number of cells randomly 

over the drops an integer number x1 is generated ran

domly in the interval l~X 1~h0 • This number corresponds 

to a certain drop. Then a second integer nuffiber x2 is 

generated randomly in the interval l~x2~r1 • This number 

indicates a certain place on the surface of the drop 

selected before. This place is considered to be empty 

if the number of cells adsorbed to that drop, rXl' is 

smaller than x 2 • If the spot is empty adsor8tion takes 

place. If not new numbers x1 and x2 are generated un

til an empty place is found. The adsorption process 

stops if all (~f')ads cells are adsorbed. It will be 

clear that the chance of the number x 2 to be, larger 

than the number of adsorbed cells is proportional to 

the number of empty places on that drop. Hence the 

chance of a drop to adsorb a cell is also proportional 

to its number of empty places. This procedure has been 

used throughout the Monte Carlo simulation. 

c. Adsorption procedure 3. 
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In the previous artiele [72] an adsorption procedure 

was mentioned in which each free yeast cell was suppos

ed to collide with one drop once every time step. If 

the cell collided on a spot where the drop was already 

occupied by a cell, no adsorption would take place. On 

colliding at an empty point a9sorption was determined 

by an adsorption chance p~. This adsorption chance was 

constant throughout the simulation. In this procedure 

the number of cells that could become adsorbed during 

one time step was limited to: 

(4.2.12) 

If the length of a time step is increased, the number 

of cells that will adsorb to a drop during this time 



step will increase too. In this model an increase in 

(~f')ads as caused by an increase in ~t can only beef

fected by an increase in p'. Ultimately p' should ex-a a 
ceed 1, which is non realistic. If the length of a time 

step is very short (4.2.12) is a good approximation, 

but unfortunately computing times become excessive. 

IV.3. THE DESORPTION PROCEDURE. 

For all adsorbed cells the desorption chance is con

sidered to be the same and constant with time. 

In the desorption procedure for each adsorbed cell on ev

ery drop, it is determined whether it will be desorbed. 

Desorption is determined by a random number x3 in the in

terval o~3~1 and the desorption chance d'. If x3<d' des

orption takes place. Then the number of free cells is in

creased by one and the place on the drop surface is empty 

again and registered as such. The relation betwee the ad
sorption rate d and the desorption chance d' is given by: 

d' = d.~t (4.3.1) 

As d' is a chance it has no dimension. 

IV.4. THE PRODUCTION PROCEDURE. 

During the production procedure all drops are scanned 

again. Drops containing no n-alkane and drops without ad

sorbed cells are skipped, as on these drops propagation 

is impossible. For each cell adsorbed to a drop containing 

n-alkane, a random number, together with the production 
chance p', determines whether the duplication takes place 

or not. 

On duplication two situations are possible: 

1. The drop was already completely covered with cells. In 
this case the number of free cells is increased by one. 

2. Places are still available on the drop surface. Now the 

number of adsorbed cells will increase by one. 

In the simulation the depletion t is no longèr used, as 

the n-alkane concentratien in a drop is no longer regarded 
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to be continuous with time. Instead m is introduced as the 

discrete depletion function. On production the depletion m 

will increase with 1/r2 • 

If during the production process the n-alkane concentrat

ion of a drop becomes zero, (m=1) growth on that drop 

stops immediately. 

The relation between the maximum specific growth rate ~max 
and the production chance p' is given by: 

(4.4.1) 

As in the simulation mis a discrete function,:the distri

bution function Fr(~) cannot be used. 

Therefore a new function is introduced: 

N(r,m) = number of drops in the simulated sample with 

r cells adsorbed to its surface a~d a degree 

of depletion of m. 
The relation between N(r,m) and Fr(~) is given'by: 

N(r,m) 

(4.4.2) 

This defenition includes Gr = N(r,1). 

IV.S. EXECUTION OF THE SIMULATION. 

For the simulation a computer program was written in 
Algol which was run on the Burroughs B7700 computer of 

the computing center of the Eindhoven University of Tech

nology. In this program the growth on up to a number of 

10,000 drops could be simulated at reasonable computing 

times. 
The random numbers necessary to perform the Monte Carlo 

simulation were generated by a routine based on the con

gruentlal method: 

(4.5.1) 

The values of the constants a, m and c were chosen in 

such a way that a series of pseudo random numbers could 
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be generated with a periodicity of± 239 • As in a sirnulat

ion 50 x 106 random numbers were necessary at most the pe

riodicity of the pseudo random numbers did not cause any 

problems. 

The simulation starts with the introduetion of a cer

tain number of free yeast cells and a certain number of 

oil drops which have no adsorbed cells and which all con

tain the same maximum amount of n-alkane. All drops are 

identified by a number. 

After the start during each time step, the adsorpt

ion, desorption and production processes act on the en

semble. During each time step, all mutations in the num

ber of adsorbed cells and depletion are stored in the com

puter memory for all drops. Also the number of free cells 

and the total number of cells present in the simulation 

are stored. This is done to make sure that every drop 

will have its own history. 

At certain intervals the distribution function N(n,m) is 

calculated. The necessary output is provided by a printer 

and a plotting machine. 

The simulation is terminated if: 

a. all n-alkane is consumed by the production of cells. 

b. if a preselected number of time steps is exceeded. 

c. if a preselected computing time is exceeded. 

IV.6. BISTORY OF INDIVIDUAL DROPS. 

In order to elucidate the segregated behaviour of in

dividual drops in fig.9, the complete history of two ar

bitrary drops is shown, together with the average behav

iour of all drops in the simulation. In this figure the 

saturation r and the depletion m.r2 are plotted with the 

same time axis. Because of the differences in the time 

that elapses befere different drops adsorb the first yeast 

cell, large differences in n-alkane concentratien and num

ber of adsorbed cells result. It is also clearly demon

strated that a large number of cells can still be adsorb

ed to the surface of completely depleted drops, which are 
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fig.9 Bistory of t~o drops. 

thus inactivated. 

By camparing the history of drop 1 with that of drop 2, it 

becomes clear that desorption of cells during the actual 

growth phase slows down this process (drop 1), while ad

sorption of extra cells accelerates growth (drop 2). 

In fig.10 the path which 3 other arbitrary drops follow in 

the mr2-r space is given. This figure also illustrates the 

large differences that can be found in the path individual 
drops follow on their way to depletion. 
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At a certain moment the distribution function N(r,m) indi-

cates the large differences between the states (character-

ised by mr2 and r) of the drops. In fig.ll this function 

is shown at three different moments of a simulated batch 

fermentation. The numbers of these diagrams indicate the 

number of drops that are in a state corresponding to the 

va lues of r and mr2 on the axes. 
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IV.7. GROWTH CURVES, SATURATION CURVES. 

In fig.l2 the growth curve that results from a simui

ation is shown. The "S" shape of this curve is similar to 

the shape of growth curves obtained by real ferroentation 

experiments (see chapter V). 
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fig. 12 

To examine the various phases in the growth process more 

closely, the growth rate ~~ is plotted as a function of 
the total nurober of cells, n. In such a plot (fig.l3), ex

ponential growth is found if the data points are'situated 

on a straight line through the origin. It can be seen that 

despite the random fluctuations in this figure, growth 

starts with an exponential phase. The figures 9, ,10, 11, 

12 and 13 were all derived from the saroe simulation. 
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In fig.l4 the specific growth ra te 1-1 is given as a funct-
!on of the d±mensionless n-alkane concentratien C/C

0
• This 

presentation of both the results of the simulation and the 

results of the fermentation experiments later on, is pre-
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fig.14 Satu:r>ation au:r>ve. 
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ferred to the more usual growth curve of n with time, since 

these plots show more clearly the length of the exponentUû 

phase and the effect of the inactivation of yeast cells. 

The comparison of curves resulting from different oil 

holdups or inoculum sizes is also simplified. 

IV.S. INFLUENCE OF THE NUMBER OF DROPS USED IN THE 

SIMULATION. 

As stated before,in the Monte Carlo simulation the 

processes of adsorption, desorption and production are 

determined by chance. Thus the resulting growth curve is 

subject to stochastic fluctuations, as the simu+ation 

must be considered as a sample from a very large populat
ion. Especially in the beginning of the simulation a re

latively small number of cells can be present and random 

fluctuations may be relatively important. If a small num

ber of drops is used, large deviations are found from the 

average course of growth which results if a large number 

of drops is simulated. These fluctuations at the begin

ning of the growth process influence not only these early 

phases, but also later phases. 

In fig.15 two successive simulations are shown, in which 

1000 drops were used. All parameters in both simulations 
were exactly the same. Yet there is hardly any similarity 

between the two saturation curves. 

The largest fluctuations are found during the exponentlal 

phase if the inoculum size is small. For 5 identical si
mulations using 1000 drops which were inoculated with 100 

cells each, the average specific growth rate during the 
exponentlal phase was calculated. 
In fig.16 these figures are given, together with the con

fidence interval which was calculated from the varianee 

using the t test with 95% significance. The fluctuations 

can be diminished by increasing the number of drops used 

in the stmulation. Therefore this number was increased to 

104• A further increase was prohibited by the co~puting 
time required. In fig.17 two simulations of 104 drops are 
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plotted. The rate parameters and the inoculum size were 

adjusted to the larger volume that was simulated. In this 

case duplicate runs give almest identical resuits except 

for slight stochastic fluctuations of a rather'high fre

quency. <± 1/10 time steps) • 

• 4 
a, 

I , 
p t 

d' 
.3 

h 
0 

f' 
0 

[hr- 1 ] • 2 

.1 

0 
0 1 

C/C
0 

fig.1? Saturation curve of two simulations 

with identical parameter values. 

IV.9. INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS. 

:::: 10- 4 

:::: .0333 

:::: .0100 

:::: 10 4 

= 10 3 

In this sectien the influence of the adsorption and 

desarptien rate parameters and of the inoculum size on 

the simulated growth curve is discussed. In all simulat

ions the same number of drops is used, while the drop pa

rameters are kept constant. 

IV.9.1 ADSORPTION RATE. 

The adsorption rate a' was varied from 10-6 to 10-2 , 

with all ether parameters constant. From fig.18 it can be 

seen that variatien of a' over a factor 104 has hardly 
any effect on growth. The centre value of 10-4 ~as chosen 
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as a result of adsorption-desorption experiments, which 

will be described in chapter VI • 

. 4 
3 p' = .0333 

f, 
2 
1 d' = .0100 
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.3 f' = 10 3 
0 

Ihr-1 ] a, = 
.2 1 : 10-6 

2: 10-4 

3: 10- 2 

.1 

0 
0 1 

C/C0 
fig.l9 Influenae of the desorption rate. 

IV.9.2 DESORPTION RATE. 

The desorption chance d' was varied from 0 to 0.4. 

From fig.19 it can be seen that growth is very sensitive 

to the desorption chance. 

If thé desorption chance is 0, a growth curve results 

which is similar to one of the extreme cases described in 

chapter III. The growth starts exponentially at the in

oculated drops. As soon as these drops are depleted, 

growth stops as no new drops were inoculated. A fraction 

of the n-alkane will not be converted. 

If the desorption chance is low, but larger than zero, 

some cells will be desorbed during the initia! exponenti

al phase and inoculate new drops. As soon as the initially 

inoculated drops are depleted the specific growth rate 

will decrease drastically, but not towards zero, as g~h 

will continue on the newly inoculated drops. 
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If the desarptien chance is further increased, more cells 

become desorbed during the exponential phase and more 

drops will be inoculated by them. When the drops first 
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fig.18 Influence of the adaorption rate. 

inoculated become depleted, more yeast cells will be ad

sorbed to newly inoculated drops. Hence the relative amount 

of cells that is inactivated by the depleted drops will be 

smaller and consequently the decrease of the specific 

growth rate must be smaller too. At even higher values of 

d' the exchange of cells over the drops is so rapid, that 

all drops deplete at more or less the same rate. This re

sults in a relatively long period of exponential growth, 

which moves smoothly into a phase of declining growth rate. 

The gradual decline of the specific growth rate is caused 

by the differences in the consumption rate of n-.alkane 

from individual drops, resulting from stochastic fluctu

ations in the number of adsorbed cells. 

The specific growth rate in the exponential phase declinea 
' 

proportional with the increase of the desorption
1 

chance, 

as in this order the fraction of cells present ap free 

cells will increase. 
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IV.9.3 INOCULUM SIZE. 

The inoculurn size, that is the number of cells with 

which the simulation was started, was varied between 1000 

and 10,000. From fig.20 it can be seen that the length of 

the exponential phase increases with an increasing inocu

lurn size. This happens because the exponential phase stops 

on depletion of the drops that were inoculated right after 

the start of the simulation and because this number of 

drops is proportional to the inoculurn size. If more drops 

are depleted, more n-alkane has been converted and C/C
0 

will be smaller. If the inoculurn size is increased more 

cells are produced during the exponential phase and con

sequently more cells will be desorbed. This in turn will 

inoculate more drops, on which growth will continue at 

maximurn rate. Therefore the proportion of cells that are 

inactivated at the end of the exponential phase will de

crease with increasing inoculum size, which causes the de

crease of the specific growth rate to be less drastic. 

If the inoculurn size is increased to such an extent that 

f' 0 
.4 

1: 1000 

2: 2500 

.3 3: 5000 

4: 7500 

5:10000 

.2 a I = 10- 3 

pI = .0333 

d" ::: .0100 

.1 ho = 10 4 

0 ~--------------~ 
0 1 

fig.20 Influenae of the inoaulum size. 
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at the start of the simulation almost all drops are in

oculated, the variatien of this amount no longer influen

ces the specific growth rate. The resulting saturation 

curve will be Monod like. 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENT$, 

In the experiments described below, it will be tried 

to demonstrate that the segregated behaviour of the oil 

phase largely determines the growth process. As stated in 

chapter III the oil phase can demonstrate its segregated 

nature only if the exchange of cells between drops is low 

and if the batch cultures are inoculated with a relative

ly small amount of yeast cells. In that case only a frac

tion of the oil drops will adsorb cells at the start of 

the fermentation, while ether drops will remain empty. In 

all experiments the cultures were inoculated with small 

amounts of yeast cells (<400 mg/1), in order to satisfy 

this condition. 

The final concentratien of yeast cells is approximately 

6 g/1. In that case the overall growth rate of the cultu

re will be determined by the proportion of the inoculum 
size and the oil holdup. Therefore in a number of experi

ments this proportion has been varied. 

The overall growth rate will also be influenced by the 

adsorption and deso1ption rate parameters as well as by 

the drop parameter. By varying the mixing intensity or by 

addition of surface active agents these parameters can be 
influenced. However, the manipulation of these parameters 

is very difficult, as a variatien of the mixing intensity 

or addition of surface active agents will influence bath 

rate and drop parameters at the same time, while the oxy
gen transfer coefficient is also influenced. 

V.I. MICRO ORGANISM. 

A large number of yeast strains is able to use n-a~ 

ne as a sole carbon and energy source. A thorough inves
tigation into the prevalenee of this ability among yeasts 

was made by Bos [13]. Of the 114 species listed, 42 spe

cies belang to the genus Candida. For the investigations 
into the growth mechanism of yeast on n-alkane, species 
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from the genus Candida are most commonly used. In table I 

the investigators active in this field are listed, togeth

er with the specifi~ strain of yeast used in their experi

ments. 

Table I. 

Author yeast strain 

Bos Candida cloacae 

Ai ba Candida guilliermondii 

Wang Candida intermedia 

Miller Candida lipolytica ! 

Erdtsieck " 
! 

Prokop, Erickson " 
Moo Young " 

' Goma " 
Mimura Candida petrophilum 

Yoshida Candida trapicalis 

Hug, Blanch, Einsele " 
Katinger Candida sp. 

As this investigation proceeds from the werk of Erdtsiec~ 

in which Candida lipolytica C.B.S.599 (or more correctly 

Saccharomycopsis lipolytica) was used, the same organism 

was used throughout. 

A stock culture was kept on a malt extract agar slant. 

V.2. MEDIA. 

In literature no unanimity is found in the tormulat

ion of the medium which gives maximum growth of C.lipoly

tica. On the contrary each investigator uses his own for

mulation. In appendix I these formulations are shown. 

Following Erdtsieck, who obtained high growth rates, we 

used the medium composed by Miller and supplemented with 

yeast extract. The composition of the medium is given in 

table II. 
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Table II. 

Composition of the modified Miller Medium: 

KH2Po4 s.o g Cuso4 .SH2o 80 ]..lg 

NH4Cl 7.0 g KJ 200 ]..lg 

MgS04.7H20 2.5 g FeC13 .6H20 400 ]..lg 

CaC12 0.4 g MnS04 .u2o 800 ]..lg 

yeast extract 0.2 g Na2Mno4 .H2o 400 ]..lg 

Znso4 .7H20 800 ]..lg 

Aqua Bidest. up to 1000 ml. 

pH adjusted to pH = 4 using NH40H 

As a carbon souree an undewaxed hydracarbon fraction was 

used: undewaxed H.V.I.60 ex. light Iranian crude supplied 

by Shell Nederland b.v. This undewaxed high viscosity in
dex oil contains n-alkanes from nc18 to nc29 dissolved in 

other hydrocarbons. 

Physical properties: 

density 

cloud point 

viscosity 

surface tension 

858 kg/m3 

29°C. 

25 cP (30°C.) 

31 dyne/cm. 

The n-alkane concentratien was determined to be 21.5% wt, 

by means of the urea adduction method with methyl-iso
butyl keton as a solvent. In fig.21 a gas chromatographic 

analysis of the undewaxed HVI-60 is shown. 

V.3. FERMENTATION EQUIPMENT. 

a. Shaking flasks. 

Yeast from the stock culture was first precultured in 

conical shaking flasks: 300 ml Erlemeyer flasks equip

ped with one baffle. By means of this baffle the oxygen 

transfer rate coefficient is increased. The flasks were 
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fig.21 Gas chromatagram of HVI-60 undewazed. 

CapilZary column. 

Carrier gas: N2 FID detector. 

Stationary phase: silicone rubber SE-30 
0 Temp.: 280 C. 

shaken on a reciprocating shaker at 120 rpm. 

b. Fermenter type 1. 

60 

The fermenter consists of a glass cylinder with stain

leas steel top and bottorn flanges. The diroenslons are 

as indicated in f!g.22. The total volume is 2100 ml., 

the working volume is 1500 ml. The culture medium is 

agitated with 3 flat blade turbine impellers (1500 rpm). 
A pitched blade turbine impeller mounted near the top 

flange acts as a foam breaker. The fermenter is equip

ped with four haffles in order to prevent the format

ion of a vortex. 

Air is supplied by an air sparger beneath the lowest 

impeller. The aeration rate was 40 vol/vol/hr. (v
8 

= 
0.26 cm/sec.). 

The temperature of the culture medium was measured 

with a contact thermometer, which operated a thermos

tat. Water from the thermostat circulated through a 

jacket around the glass cylinder, thus cooling or 

heating the culture medium according to need •. 



fig.22 
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The pH of the culture was measured by means of a com

bined glass/calomel electrode (Radiometer GK 2320) and 
was kept constant by means of a pH titration unit (Ra

diometer). The titration unit operated an elèctrically 

driven buret, which added NH4oH to the culture. The 

cumulative alkali consumption was recorded. 

c. Fermenter type 2. 
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This equipment consists of a series of 5 identical fer

menters. These fermenters are also assembied from a 

glass cylinder with a stainless steel top and bottorn 

flange, two 6 flat blade turbine impeliers mounted on 
i 

a shaft and four baffles. The total volume is 1400 ml., 

the werking volume 900 ml. The rotatien speeq of the 

impeliers was kept constant at 1500 rpm. Air .is sup

plied to the culture by an air sparger, moun~ed under

neath the lower impeller. The aeration rate was 45 vol/ 

vol/hr. 

By means of a WTW oxygen monitor the oxygen concentrat
ion in the medium could be measured. This concentrat

ion was always larger than 4 mg/1, which ensured that 

no limitation of the growth rate by oxygen deficiency 

could occur. 

In fig.23 the fermenter is drawn schematically. The 

temperature of the fermenter was regulated at 30 + 0.2 
0 c by means of a thermostat. 

In order to measure the pH, each fermenter is equipped 
with a combined glass/calomel electrode (Radiometer 

GK2301c). A pH measuring/titrating system which could 

handle up to 8 fermenters sequentially, operated mag

netic valves in order to supply the culture with ammo

nia from a buret if the pH dropped below 4. Every fer
menter had its own magnetic valve and buret. The cumu

lative alkali consumption was recorded for each buret 
! 

every 15 min. 

The complete experimental setup is drawn schematically 
in fig.24. 
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V.4. PREPARATION OF THE INOCULUM. 

The yeast used as an inoculum for the batch experi

ments was precultured on HVI-60 oil. To that end a shaking 

flask culture containing 45 ml medium and 5 ml oil was 

inoculated with cells from the stock culture. 

After an adaptation phase of 48-60 hours, growth started 

and a second shaking flask could be inoculated with cells 

which were adapted to growth on oil. Every 24 hours a new 

shaking flask was inoculated with + 1 ml of the preceding 

24 hours old culture. 

If a fermenter was inoculated with cells from a 24 hours 
I 

old shaking flask culture growth started only after a lag 
I 

phase, which could last from 2- 10 hours (fig.25). To 
I 

prevent such a lag phase the cells from a shaking flask 
i 

culture were first inoculated in fermenter 1. This fer-
' menter was filled with 1350 ml medium and 150 ml oil. The 

fermentation conditions were similar to those i~ the ac

tual fermentation experiment: pH= 4 and Temp =,30°C. 
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fig. 25 Growth curve of a fermentation experiment, with 

Zag phase, inocuZated with ceZZs from a 24 hours 
I 

oZd shaking fZask culture. 
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Cells were harvested from th~s culture when: 

1) the culture was st~ll ~n its exponenttal phase, 

2) enough cells were present to !noculate 5 fermen-

ters. 
By sed!mentation the harvested culture medium was first 

separated into a water phase and !nto an o!l rich phase, 

which conta!ned almost all yeast cells. By centr!fugat!on 

at 25,000 g the yeast cells were separated from the oil 

phase. Thereupon the cells were suspended in a phys;Lolo

gical salt solut!on (0.9% NaCl). If m!croscop~c exam;Lnat

ion revealed the presence of oil drops in the yeast sus
pension, centrifugation was repeated. 

If a culture was inoculated with cells which were prepar

ed in this way, no lag phase was observed. 

V.5. ACTIVITY OF YEAST CELLS IN THE INOCULUM. 

Not all yeast cells in the inoculum will be active, 

as during the harvesting procedure many cells will be dam
aged or even killed. 

In order to !nvest!gate the percentage of cells that were 

killed two methods were used: 

1. Methylene blue staining. 

When yeast cells are suspended in a methylene blue sol

ution, the dye will penetrate into dead cells, while 

penetration is impossible into cells which are still 

active. By microscopie examination the number of dead 

and living cells can be deter.mined. This metbod gives 

no indication of the ability of living cells to produce 
new cells by means qf budding. 

2. Micro plate method. 

In this metbod the inoculum cells are suspended in a 

thin agar layer on a microscopie slide and incubated 

at 30°C. The agar had the following composition: 
100 ml modified Miller medium. 

1 g purified agar. 

0.5 g glucose. 

After 6 hours the viable cells had already formed small 
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colonies which, on microscopie examination of the mi

cro-culture, could easily be distinguished from the 
dead cells. 

For one particular cell suspension, pre~treated as de

scribed in section V.4, the micro plate method showed 

34% +3% of the cells to be active, while with the methy

lene blue method 41% +8% of the cells was found to be ac

tive. The difference between the two methods was not sig

nificant from a statistica! point of view. 

In order to investigate the effect of centrifugation on 

the viability of the cells for two different yeast cell 

suspensions, the viability before and after centrifugat

ion was measured with the methylene blue staining: 

before 

I 32% +5% alive 

II 66% +3% alive 

after centrifugation 

16% +5% alive 

48% +3% alive 

From these figures it may be concluded that the centri

fugation of the cells necessary to separate the cells 

from the oil drops kills many cells. 

Unfortunately the percentage of the cells that are ac
tually killed by centrifugation is not constant. 

V.6. MEASUREMENT OF THE GROWTH CURVE. 

There excists a large number of methods to measure 

the concentration of yeast cells in the culture medium 

e.g. total cell count, viable cell count, determination 

of dry weight or total nitrogen. For all these methods it 

is necessary to take samples from the culture at regular 

intervals. Hence large culture volumes are necessary. 

Moreover these methods are very laborious and results can 

only be obtained after a considerable time. Continuous 

monitoring of growth by measuring the optica! density of 

the culture is not possible in n-alkane fermentation, as 

the oil drops present in the culture medium will contri
bute significantly to the optica! density. 

A very efficient method to monitor growth is'to re-
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gister the amount of alkali that must he added to the 

culture, in order to keep the pH at 4. In a culture of 

yeast cells H+ ions are for.med during growth, as a con

sequence of the assimilation of NH~ ions by the yeast 

cells. 
For the growth of C.lipolytica on a medium containing 

hexadecane dissolved in parrafin oil as dispersed phase, 

Erdtsieck [14] has shown that the cumulative alkali con
suroption is directly proportional to the new cell mass 

produced during all stages of growth. For the growth of 

the same organism on undewaxed gas oil, Prokop [59] re

ports the same proportionality during all phases of growth. 

So 
X(t) = X(O) + yP(t) (5.6.1) 

in which X(t) is the yeast concentration, X(O) is the in
oculum concentration, P(t) is the cumulative alkali con

suroption and y is a proportionality constant. 

For n-hexadecane Erdtsieck found y = 117 g dry weight/ 

gaeq.alkali. For the fermentation of c.lipolytica on un
dewaxed HVI-60, the proportionality constant y was measur

ed. We found y = 122 g dry weight/gaeq.alkali. 
In all present experiments growth was observed by means of 

the cumulative alkali consumption P(t). 

As pointed out in chapter II, the specific growth rate 
calculated from the measurements is significantly influ

enced by the inoculum concentratien X(O). Therefore X(O) 

must he determined very carefully for every inoculum. Of 

the methods used in V.5 to measure the percentage of liv

ing cells, the methylene blue staining is a very fast and 

rather accurate method. However, this method does not pre
dict the ability of a living cell to form buds. Hence a 

method was developed based on the growth on glucose. It 

was expected that the enzymes necessary to metabolize 

glucose are always present in the cell. If this is true, 

yeast cells which are precultured on n-alkanes will start 

growing at an exponential rate, as soon as they are trans

ferred to a medium containing glucose. It will be clear 
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that only cells that are active and not damaged too badly 

during centrifugation will grow. As the cells are growing 

on a substrate which is dissolved homogeneously in the 

water phase, the growth rate can be described by the 

Monod equation: 

1 dX Cs 
X dt = 11max K +C m s (5.6.2) 

If the glucose concentratien is sufficiently large Cs>>Km 

and (5.6.2) transforms into: 

(5.6.3) 

In this case growth can also be observed by reglistrating 

the cumulative alkali consumption P(t). The relation be

tween P(t) and the cell concentratien is given by: 

X(t) - X(O) = y'P(t) (5.6.4) 

By combining (5.6.4) and (5.6.3) it follows that 

ddPt = ll (p ( t) + X ( 0) ) 
max y' (5.6.5) 

Now P(O) is defined as 

P(O) X(O) = --::-r-y (5.6.6) 

P(O) is the inoculum concentratien in terms of alkali 

equivalents. The proportionality constant for the growth 

on glucose was determined experimentally to be y' = 185 g 

dry weight/gaeq.alkali. 
From (5.6.5) and (5.6.6) it follows that 

dP 
dt = 11max{P+P(O)} (5.6.7) 

If the differential alkali consumption ~~ is plotted as a 
function of the cumulative alkali consumption P, a straight 

line will result which will interseet with the P-axis at 

the point -P(O). The value of P(O) is determined by the 
actively growing yeast cells only. 

In fig.26 the results of two glucose cultures are plotted. 
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fig.26 GZuaose auPves of two expePiments in whiah the inoa

ulum size differed by a faatoP thPee. Cells ppeaul-

tuPed on HVI-60 undewaxed. 

1: 60 ml aell suspension 

2: 20 ml aeZl suspension. 

The cultures were inoculated with cells from the same cell 

suspension. The inoculum cells were precultured on HVI-60. 

The inoculum size of the two cultures differed by a factar 

3. From fig.26 it can be seen that the value of P(O) also 

differs by a factor 3. In all experiments the inoculum 

size was determined by means of the glucose curve. Of the 

set of 5 fermenters one was always used for the culture 

on glucose, while in the remaining four the actual fer

mentation experiments were carried out. 

V.7. CALCULATION OF THE SPECIFIC GROWTH RATE AS 

FUNCTION OF C/Co. 

From the experiments the data are obtained as the cu

mulative alkali consumption P as a function of time. In 

fig.27 two of such curves are drawn. These curves are dif

ferentiated and the fig.28 and 29 show the resulting 

valnes of ~~ vs P. In fig.30 the result of the correspon

ding glucose curve is represented. From fig.30 the inocu

lum concentratien P(O) is determined by extrapolating the 
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straight line through the data,points, ,until it inter

sects with the P-axis. 
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fig.27 Growth aurve of two experiments with two tiif
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We wish to calculate the specific growth rate p = i ~· 
In this formula X(t) = y'P(O) + yP(t) and consequently it 

follows that 
1 dP(t) 

P = y 1/y.P(O) + P{t) • ~ (5.7.1) 

This means that the specific growth rate is the gradient 

of a straight line that connects the point(P = - f P ( 0) , 

dP ) dt = 0 with a point of the dP/dt vs P curve. 

From figs.28 and 29 it can be seen clearly, that growth 

starts with an exponential phase as was expecteq. The di

mensionless n-alkane concentratien C/C
0 

can also be cal

culated from the cumulative alkali consumption 6urve, if 

it is assumed that 

X(t)- X(O) = Y{C(O) - C(t)} (5.7.2) 

This means that we take the yield coefficient Y·to be 
constant throughout the batch culture • 

• 3 

1.1 1 
. 2 

.1 

0 L----------..,.--.1 

0 1 
C/C

0 

fig.31 Specifia gro~th rate as function of the 

dimensionZess substrate conaentration. 
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By combining (5.6.1) with (5.7.2) it fellows that: 

C(t) 
C(O) 

{5.7.3) 

in which te indicates the end of the fermentation. 

With formula (5.7.1) and (5.7.3) it is possible to calcu

late v as a function of C/Co from the curves dP/dt vs P. 

So from the figures 28 and 29 two plots of ~ vs C/Co re

sult as given in fig.31. With this procedure all experi

mental data were converted into plots of ~ vs C/Co. 

V.8. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT. 

V.8.1 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE EXPERIMENTS. 

From preliminary experiments it became obvious that 

growth curves which resulted from different suspensions 

of yeast cells, showed considerable variations which 

could not be explained. In order to verify the reproduci

bility of such experiments three simultaneous fermentat

ions, which were inoculated from the same yeast suspens

ion were performed. These fermentations were conducted 

with exactly the same oil holdup, inoculum size and fer

mentation conditions. The resulting data are plotted as 

dP/dt vs P in fig.32. It is clear that with this proce
dure a goed reproducibility is achieved within one set 

of simultaneous experiments. 

V.8.2 INFLUENCE OF THE N-ALKANE CONCENTRATION. 

One of the hypotheses on which the mathematica! model 

was based was the assumption that the growth rate is ze

ro order in n-alkane, which means that Km is negligible. 

In order to verify whether this assumption is not too far 

removed from reality, it was decided to measure experimen

tally the influence of the initial n-alkane concentratien 

in the oil phase on the specific growth rate during the 

exponential phase. As during this phase most of the cells 

are adsorbed to oil drops {provided that the inoculum con-
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fig.32 GroûJth rate as funation of the aumulativff 

alkali aon8umption for three identiaal erx

perimente. 

centration is low), the specific growth rateis only lim

i ted by the n-alkane concentration in the drops •' 

Therefore in four simultaneous batch fermentations the 

initial n-alkane concentratien of the oil phase was var

ied. In table III the experimental conditions are given 

tagether with the results. 

Table III. 

variations of the n-alkane concentration. 

Inoculum size 185 mg/1. 

Oil holdup 2.8% by volume. 

exp no I II III IV 

co 0.0405 0.0779 0.1331 0.1998 kg n-alkane 
kg oil 

1lexp 0.249 0.261 0.284 0.311 hr -1 
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The results are presented in a so called Eady plot, which 

is based on a rearrangement of the Monod equation: 

(5.8.1) 

From this Eady plot (fig.33) ~max and Km were calculated: 
-1 = 0.33 hr 

Km 0.015 kg n-alkane/kg oil. 

For the hypothetical case that n-alkane fermentation would 

behave as a homogeneous culture, which would then be des

cribed by the Monod equation alone, the specific growth 

rate is calculated with the values of ~ and pmax mention

ed above and plotted as a function of C/C
0 

in ~ig.34. 

V.8.3 INFLUENCE OF THE INOCULUM SIZE. 

In three sets of experiments the inoculum size was 

varied. In every set the oil holdup, stirrer speed, pH and 

temperature were the same in each fermenter. All fermen-
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ters were inoculated with varying amounts of cells from 
the same yeast suspension. The resulting "saturation 

curves" of )JVS C/C
0 

are presented in the figs.35, 36 and 

37. 

In all fermenters the cells start to grow exponentially. 

For all curves the length of the exponentlal phase is 
proportional to the inoculum size. At the end of the ex
ponential phase the specific growth rate decreases sig

nificantly. For all curves the gradient of the saturation 
curve immediately after the end of the exponentlal phase 

is inversely proportional to the inoculum size •. It can 
also be notleed that within one set of experiments there 
is a tendency for the specific growth rate in the expo

nentlal phase to decline with increasing inoculum size. 

Yet between different sets of experiments large variat-
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ions in the specific growth rate during the exponential 

phase were measured. We have no explanation for these 

variations. 

V.8.4 INFLUENCE OF THE OIL HOLDUP. 

In three sets of experiments the oil holdup was var

ied. In these experiments the inoculum si~e was kept con

stant for all fermenters within one set of experiments. 

All other parameters were the same for all fermenters. In 

the figs.38, 39 and 40 the saturation curves obtained 

from these experiemnts are shown. 

In these experiments, too, growth starts exponentially. 

The length of the exponential phase is inversely propor

tional to the oil holdup. At the end of the exponential 

phase the specific growth rate falls off very steeply. 

The gradient of the saturation curve at that point is 

proportional to the oil holdup. In these experiments the 

specific growth rate during the exponential phase tends 

to increase with increasing oil holdup. 
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CHAPTER VI 
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE PARAMETERS 

USED IN THE MONTE CARLO SIMULATION, 

In the Monte Carlo simulation the drop parameters b, 

r 1 and r 2 and the rate parameters p', a' and d' are used. 

The production rate parameter p' can be calculated from 

the maximum growth rate, as measured in the fermentation 

experiment, and from the length of the time step ~t. 

p' = ]J .~t ma x 

-1 
In chapter V it was found that ]J = 0.33 hr . 

In this chapter it will be tried to determine experimen

tally the values of the resulting parameters. 

VI.l. DROP SIZE. 

The size ,b, of the oil drops is an important parameter 

which determines ether parameters such as r 1 , r 2 and a. 

Therefore the drop size distribution of H.V.I.-60 oil in 

water was measured under conditions which were similar to 

the fermentation conditions in fermenter 2 in which the 

growth experiments were performed. The eperating condit

ions were: stirrer speed: 1500 rpm, aeration rate 40 vol/ 

vol/hr. 

From literature it is known that at low volume frac

tions of the dispersed phase the oil holdup has very lit

tle influence on the drop size distribution (Calderbank 

[42], Van Heuven [73]). For n-alkane drops in fermentat

ion media Wang [53], Prokop [61] and Bajpai [63] did not 

find a clear influence of the oil holdup, ~. on the drop 

size distrobution if ~<0.05. For that reasen in our ex

periments only one value of the oil holdup ~ = 0.05 was 

used. In the fermentation experiments the oil holdup ~ 

exceeded ~ = 0.05. 

Prior to the measurement the dispersion was agitated for 

three hours so that the drop size distribution could 

reach equilibrium. By means of a light transmission 
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probe which was introduced in ~e reactor, it was veri

fied that the interfaciàl area in the fermenter became 

constant within three hours. Fig.41 gives the change of 

the light transmission as a function of time and it can 

be seen that equilibrium is reached within three hours. 

0 1 2 3 

time Ihr] 

fig.41 The Zight transmission of a HVI- water dispersion 

as a funation of oil hoZdup 0.02 

VI. l. 1 METHOD. 

To determine the drop size distribution of a dispers

ion a large number of methods are available: photographic 

observation, sedimentation, light scattering and radio

active tracer methods. 

In our experiments we determined the size distribut
ion of the drops, in samples taken from the ferm~nter, by 

means of a Coulter counter. This method was chosenbecause 

it enables the sizing of a large number of drops in a re

latively short time. 
When the drop size is measured from samples from a 

dispersion it is necessary to stabilize the drops imme-
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diately after the sample has been taken, in order to pre

vent coalescence or further dispersion of the drops. For 

this stabilization two methods were combined. Immediately 

after the sampling coalescence was prevented by diluting 

the sample with a tenfold amount of sodium dodecyl sul

fate (16 g/1). This ionic detergent induces the formation 

of electric double layers around the drops, which cause 

repulsion of the drops at short distance: thus preventing 

the coalescence of drops. In a secend step the drops were 

further stabilized by the formation of a thin polymer 

film at the oil-water interface. To achieve this goal 

special chemieals have to be added to both phases: to the 

oil phase 3% by volume sebacoyl chloride and to the water 

phase 0.56% potassium hydroxide. The polyroerisation re

action is brought about by the addition of 2 rol hexame

thylene diamine solution (160 g/1) to the sample. This 

water soluble hexamethylene diamine reacts with the oil 

soluble sebacoyl chloride at the oil-water interface, to 

form a polyamide film. 

Since the H.V.I. contains 20% n-alkane which crystallize 

if the temperature drops below 29°C, it is essential to 

keep the temperature of the sample at 30°C during the 

whole measuring procedure, otherwise the n-alkane chrys

tals may rupture the polyamide film and large aggregates 

of oil drops are formed. 

VI.1.2 RESULTS. 

The Coulter counting sizing results in a cumulative 

drop size distribution which is given in fig.42. From 

this cumulative distribution the differential drop size 

distribution, N(b), is calculated. The differential drop 

size distribution is defined by: 

N(B)tlb = n(B<b<B+llb) 
ntot (6.1.1) 

in which n(B<b~B+tlb) is the number of drops with a dia

meter larger than B and smaller or equal to B+tlb. ntot is 

the total number of drops. This differentlal drop size 
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distribution is plotted in fig.43. Frorn this figure it 

becornes clear that the assurnption of all drops having the 

sarne size, which was introduced in chapter III and which 

was used throughout the mathematica! description and 

Monte Carlo sirnulation, is far frorn real. On the contrary, 

a large distribution of drop size is found in the dispers

ion. But as it would cornplicate the rnethernatical model .too 

rnuch and as it would lead to excessive cornputing tirnes in 

the Monte Carlo sirnulation, drop size distribution is left 

out of consideration in the theoretica! part of this 

thesis. 
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fig.42 The cumulative drop size distribution J N(bJdb 

measured in a HVI-60 dispersion. b 

It is our airn to calculate from the drop size d~stributim 

the specific surface area and the rnean volurne of the ~· 

With these values the Monte Carlo simulation will be car-
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ried out. From the drop size distribution the mean dia

meter can be defined in various ways, depending on their 

application: 

EN (b) .b3 
- Sauter mean diameter: b 32 - EN(b).b2 

from this 532 the specific interfacial area of a dis

persion can be calculated by S = ~. Hence 532 has to 
532 

be used in adsorption-desorption kinetics. 
- 3 3 - volurne mean diameter b 30 = EN(b).b . With this diame-

ter the mean volume, v, of the drops can be calculated 

- 3 
to be v = i b30 

From fig.43 it becomes apparent that the size range cover

ed by the Coulter counter measurements (9 - 40~m) does 

not camprise the entire size range of the dispersion. This 

introduces an inaccuracy in the diameters calculated from 

the distribution. However, if the measured size distribut

ion could be fitted with a theoretica! drop size distri

bution function and by extrapolation a more accurate 

assessment of 532 and 530 would be possible. Therefore it 

.20 

........, .15 
I 
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rCl 

;;:"; .10 

.05 

0 
0 10 20 30 40 

b[~m] 

fig.43 The drop size distribution N(b) measured in a 

HVI-60 dispersion. 
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was tried to fit the measured distribution to distribut

ion functions which ether investigators found to descri
he the drops size distribution in stirred tanks adequate

ly. 
1. Sprow [74] found that in his experiments with water 

and small volume fractions of iso octane the drop size 

distribution could be described by: 

log vol% = log 100 - b:ax - Ê 
(6.1.2) 

In this formula a is a constant, vol is the cumulative 

volume and bmax the maximum diameter measured in the 
dispersion. 
In fig.44 the cumulative volume distribution function 

is plotted as a function of 1/b. When data fit to such 

a distribution function a straight line must result. 
It can be seen that our data points cannot be describ
ed by this so called Schwarz-Bezemer equatiop. 

2. Chen and Middleman [75] measured drop sizes in disper

sions with a low dispersed phase holdup. Various li
quids were used as continuous and dispersed phase. 

From these experiments they concluded that the volume 

~ .1 
~ 

N 
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tj 
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fig.44 DPop size distPibution plotted aaaoPding to SpPow. 
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fig.45 Drop size distribution ptotted according to Chen & 
Middteman: the cumulative volume distribution vs 

the drop diameter on probability paper. 
of the drops was normally distributed with the diame-

ter b. Hence the cumulative volume distribution plot

ted versus the diameter on probability paper resulted 

in straight lines. From fig.45 in which our data points 

are plotted in this manner, it can be seen that our 

measured cumulative volume distribution cannot be 

matched with a normal distribution. 

3. Bajpai [76] developed a mathematica! model which re

sulted in a number of possible drop size distribution 

functions. This model is based on the assumption that 

in a stirred tank the drop size distribution is brought 

about by the continuous migration of drops from a dis

persion zone near the impeller, to a coalescing zone 
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in the relatively quiet circulatiop. In the steady 

state only drops which have coalesced in the;circulat

ion zone can exceed the "stabie drop size" and wil! be 

braken up in the dispersion zone. The volume that is 

transferred between two drops in the sequence of coa

lescence and redispersion is assumed to be distributed 
uniformly. 
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/ig.46 DPop size distPibution pZotted aaeoPding to Bajpai. 
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The aoaZeseenae fPequeney is assumed to be aonstan~ 

Depending on the function that is assumed for the coa

lescing frequency various distribution functions re
sult. 



- The coalescence frequency is assumed to be constant: 

The following distribution function results. 

N (v) = ~ exp (- ~) 
V V (6.1.3) 

in which v is the volume of a drop, v is the avera

ge volume and N(v) is defined by N(v)dV is the num

ber fraction of drops having a volume between v and 

v+dv. 

With this distribution function the experimental re

sults of Shinnar [77], Luhning and Sawitowski [78] 

and Brown and Pitt [79] are very well correlated. 

- The coalescence frequency is assumed to be propor

tional to the drop diameter. Now the following dis
tribution function results: 

- -1/3 
b v { -v } N{v) = exp 

[br(2/3)] 3 [br(2/3)] 3 {6.1.4) 

This distribution function corresponds rather well 

with the measurements of Prokop and Ludvik [61]. 

2 

0 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 

v x 10-3 [1Jm 3 ] 

fig.4? The drop size dietribution pZotted aceording to 

Bajpai. The coaZescence frequency ie assumed to be 

pPopoPtionaZ to the dPop diameteP. 
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It was tried to correlate our experimental r~sults with 

either distribution fuhction~ Consequently in fig.46 

ln N(v) is plotted and in fig.47 - ln [N(v)v113 ] both 

as a function of v. As both graphs yield curved lines, 

while a good correlation should result in straight 

lines, neither of the distribution functions .fit to our 

date. 
4. Log normal distribution. 

90 

If it is assumed that the drop size distribution is de

termined by breakup of drops only, a log normal distri

bution might result as can be deduced from the fellow

ing. In the agitated vessel the size of the d~ops will 

be changed by a large number of events which act ran

domly on the drop. On each event the size of the drop 

is changed by a factor ai. If theevents changing the 

original drop size, b
0

, are independent from each ether 

then the drop size will be determined by 

b = b
0

.a1 .a2 .a3 .a4 •••• 

or ln b = ln b
0 

+ ln a 1 + ln a 2 + ln a 3 •••• 

(6.1.5) 

(6.1.6) 

From the central limit theerem it now fellows that if 

the number of events that bring about the drop size 

distribution is large (as it is the case in mixing ves

sels), ln b will be normally distributed. 

- 2 
Hence: N(b) = _1 ___ exp{-(ln b- ln boo> 

cr/2W 2cr2 (6.1.7) 

When the drop size distribution satisfies the equation, 

the cumulative drop size distribution plotted on pro

bability paper versus the logarithm of the diameter 

must yield a straight line. In fig.48 the result is 

shown and it must be concluded that a log normal dis

tribution does not fit our data. 
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Hence we were forced to calculate the Sauter mean diame

ter numerically by 

(6.1.8) 

Assuming that no drops smaller than 9llm exist the result 

was 632 = 18.1lJm. Also a differentlal surface distribut

ion function S(b) was calculated and plotted in fig.49. 
The total specific surface area in the dispersion is giv

en by: 

(6.1.9) 

We also measured the average size of the yeast.cells in 

our culture by microscopie observations. On an average 

the dimensions of Candida lipolytica appeared to be 10 x 

4lJm. The average surface occupied by an adsorbed cell was 
. 2 
assumed to be 40llm • The value of r 1 can then be calculat-
ed to be 25 cells per drop. 

From the drop size distribution the mean volume diameter 

was found to be 630 = 15.llJm. The average volume of the 
drops was calculated by 

v =i b30 =i EN(b).b3 

V = 1850um3 

(6.1.10) 

With the measured density = 858 kg/m3 and an n-alkane 
concentratien = 21.5% the average amount of n-alkane per 
drop is found to be 3.4 x lo-13kg. 

In order to be able to calculate r 2 the amount of n-alka
ne necessary for the production of one cell, e, must be 

calculated. For this cal.culation we start from the fol-
lowing assumptions: 

1.; Cells have the shape of 

10 x 4lJm. The volume is 
2. The specific density of 

i 
a prolate spheroid with axes: 

-17 3 8.4 x 10 m • 
the cellis 1010 kg/m3 • This 

value was estimated from the time it takes befare cells 
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in a suspension A~e completely sed~mented in q centri

fuge. The Vqlue of lOlO kg/m3 results from the cbser

vation that it takes the cells approximately 1 minute 

to reach the bottam of a centrifuge tube (liquidhejght 

7 cm), if this tube is placed in a centrifuge with a 
diameter of lO cm running at 3000 rpm. 

3. The water content of the cellis 80% [80]. 

As a result it is found that one cell is equivalent to 
1.7 x lo-14kg dry matter. 

Erdtsieck has measured the yield coefficient for Candida 

lipolytica growing on n-alkane and found y = 0.77 kg dry 

weight/kg n-alkane. For the amount of n-alkane necessary 

for the production of one cell, e, it is found 

e = 2.2 x Io-14kg 

Which finally results in 

r 2 ~ 15 cells/drop. 

VI.2. ADSORPTION-DESORPTION PHENOMENA. 

In order to investigate the adsorption-desorption phe

nomena, the interaction of cells and drops has to be meas

ured in the unsteady state. In these experiments yeast 

cells are added to a dispersion of oil drops in physiolo

gical salt solution and the concentratien of the free 

cells is measured with time. As the water phase contains 

no minerals ether than sodium chloride, growth of the 

cells will be impossible. Hence the course of the measur

ed free cell concentratien with time will only be caused 

by adsorption and desorption. 

VI.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT. 

The adsorption-desorption experiments were carried 

out in fermenters of type 2 (see chapter V), which were 

equipped with a sampling device mounted on top of the up

per flange (fig.SO). The samples were taken by means of 

seven 2 ml syringes which protruded into the dispersion. 

The plunger of each syringe was operated by a pneumatic 
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fermenter type 2. 
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2 = ayringe with plunger 
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2 = to hydraulic damper 
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fig.51 Schematic diagram of the experimental set up for 

adsorption/desorption experiments. 
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cylinder. Air could be admitted to the bottorn part of this 

cylinder. Valves which were operated sequentially by a 

synchronous motor regulated this air supply (fig.51). 

In order to be able to control the speed with which the 

plunger of the syringe was pulled up, a hydraulic damping 

system was installed. The upper part of the pneumatic cy

linder was filled with a hydraulic fluid and connected to 

a starage vessel by means of a variable restriction. The 

restrictions were set in such a way that it lasted 0.3 

sec. befare the syringe was filled completely. If a shor

ter time was chosen, air leaked into the sample. At langer 

times the measured concentratien would differ from the 

real concentratien in the fermenter in the middle of the 

sampling interval. A small glass sphere in the syringe 

sealed off the inlet of the syringe and thus it prevented 

exchange of matter between the sample and the dispersion 

after the syringe had been filled. 

As it was not possible to predict the exact time at which 

a sample was taken, the sampling device was recorded on a 

video recorder tagether with a stopwatch, which was start

ed on the introduetion of the yeast cells. In this way the 

time at which a sample was taken could be determined ac

curately within 0.1 sec. 

Special attention was paid to the way the concentrated 

cell suspension was added to the fermenter. This was done 

because it is very important that almast immediately after 

the introduetion of the cells all concentratien differen

ces in the fermenter will disappear. In experiments salt 

solutions were added to the fermenter, which was filled 

with water. The conductivity of the contents of the fer

menter was measured with a conductivity probe mounted 

through the bottorn flange of the fermenter (fig.52). 

From this measured conductivity the mixing behaviour of 

the fermenter was studied. 

If the saltsalution was added at point A (in fig.52) in 

the fermenter, curve A in fig.53 was measured. If the so

lution was added at point B curve B in fig.53 resulted. 
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From these ~esults it was concluded that: 
1. In both top and bottorn of the ~ermenter the concentrat

ion differences disappear within one second. 

2. The fermenter behaves as two mixers with exchange. Con

sequently it was decided to introduce the salt solutio~ 

and later on the cell suspension, by means of two-way 

tube (as drawn in fig.52) in both mixers at the same 

time. 

The resulting conductivity curve C shows that the con

tents of the fermenter was completely mixed in + 1 sec. 

VI.2.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE. 

a. Preparatien of the yeast cell suspension. 

Because of the important part that is played by the 

cell wall in the adsorption-desorption process and be

cause the composition of the cell wall of glucose grown 

cells is different from that of n-alkane grown cells, 

the cells had te be precultured on n-alkanes. On the 

other hand the cells had to be completely free of oil. 

Moreover the cells should not be damaged by mechanica! 

forces, as might occur during high speed centrifugat

ion. Finally it will be clear that the use of deter

gents to free the cells from residual oil is unaccept

able. 

For all these reasons it was not possible to prepare 

the, cell suspension from H.V.I.oil, as was done in the 

fermentation experiments. Instead cells were cultured 

on pure n-hexadecane, and harvested after the n-alkane 

was consumed completely. In order to separate the cells 

from the culture, medium, the fermentation broth was 

centrifuged gently at 1000 m/sec2• After that the cells 

were wasbed twice with a physiological salt solution, 

in order to remove all minerals, in the absence of 

which growth is not possible. Microscopie examinatien 

of the resulting cell suspension confirmed that no n

hexadecane drops were left. The cell suspension was di

luted to the desired concentration, which was verified 
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by counting in a Thomas counting chamber. 

b. Preparation of the oil dispersion. 
The desired amount of H.V.I.-60 oil was added to the 

fermenter, together with a physiological salt solution. 

The total volume of the dispersion was 900 ml. 
Prior to the addition of the yeast cells the dispers

ion was agitated for at least 3 hours, in order to let 

the drop size distribution reach a steady state. The 
operating conditions were chosen identical to those 

for the fermentation experiment: 

impeller speed 1500 rpm. 
aeration rate 40 vol/vol/hr. 

temperature 30°C. 
In order to determine the starting concentration in 
the measuring fermenter, the same amount of cel! sus
pension was added to a second fermenter, which was 

filled with the same amount of salt solution, however 

without oil. 
c. Execution of the experiments. 
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Simultaneous with the addition of the cells to the 
measuring fermenter, the synchronous motor for the 

sampling device and the stopwatch are started• 
As soon as a sample has been taken, the suspension 

in the syringe concerned comes to rest and th$ adso~
ion-desorption process wil! stop almost completely. 
After all seven samples had been taken, the syringes 

were carefully removed from the sampling device and 
were allowed to rest in a horizontal position. During 
this time the oil drops both with and without adsorbed 
cells separate by gravity from the continuous phase 
in which the free cells remain bebind. As this settling 

is a very gentle process, hardly any adsorption will 
take place. Next the continuous phase is transferred 
into a Thomas counting chamber in which the free cells 
are counted in a volume of 0.012 mm3 (= 100 fields). 



VI.2.3 RESULTS. 

REPRODUCIBILITY. 

Prior to the actual adsorption-desorption experiments, it 

was tested whether the equipment measured the free cell 

concentratien adequately. In a number of experiments, in 

which no oil was added to the fermenter, the free cell 

concentratien was measured with time. The results are giv

en in fig.54 and 55 for two different starting concentrat

ions. In fig.56 the confidence interval at 95% level of 

confidence is given as a function of the total number 

of organisms counted [81]. When the confidence intervals 

are calculated for the data in fig.54 and 55, it can be 

seen that the observed fluctuations are well within the 

confidence interval. 
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fig.54 Reproduaibili of the sampling deviae. 

The oil holdup $ ~ 0 

ADSORPTION-DESORPTION EXPERIMENTS. 

The number of yeast cells used in an experiment and the 

oil holdup in the dispersion had to be chosen in such a 

way, that both the adsorption and desorption rate para

meters could be determined and that the number of cells 

which had to be counted in every sample was not large. 
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The nurnber of places to which cells can adsorb in a dis

persion is given by: 

(6.2.1) 

The adsorption-desorption kinetics can be described by 

df - --- = -aH f(r -r) + H dr dt 0 1 0 (6.2.2) 

The desorption rate parameter, d, can be calculated from 

the equilibrium concentratien of free yeast cells fm be-

cause at 
then 

and 

df = 0 
dt 

(6.2.3) 

From this formula it can be concluded that the calculated 

value of d becomes inaccurate if fm is very low because of 

the uncertainty in f
00

• When the value of ~ is fixed and 

conseguently the value of H
0

r 1 , f"" becomes low if f
0

.5.H
0

r 1 . 

However, if f is large because f was large, the differ-
"" 0 

ence between these large figures becomes inaccurate, which 

might also result in a large error in the calculated value 

of d. Conseguently the value of f
0 

must be larger than 

H
0

r 1 but not too large. 

When the oil holdup was chosen ~ = 0.005 then in a volume 

of 0.012 mm3 (= vol counting chamber) 500 cells could be 

adsorbed to the oil drops present. In the experiments be

tween 500 and 1000 cells/0.012 mm3 were used. 

In fig.57 the nurnber of free cells per 0.012 mm3 is given 

as a function of time. The experiment was started with 

625 cells/0.012 mm3 and the oil holdup ~ = 0.005. From 
this picture it can be seen that immediately after the 

start of the experiment, a very large proportion of the 

free cells has already been adsorbed. This increased ad

sorption might be caused by the addition of the cells to 

the fermenter as a concentrated suspension. This suspen-
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sion will leave the two nozzles as a thin string, which 

is immediately aarried to the impellers by the overall 
circulation of the liquid. Especially near the ~mpellers 

the slip velocity of the oil drops wil! be very large and 
drops from outside will move through the string of concen

trated cell suspension. As complete mixing of the fermen
ter takes approximately 1 sec., these drops wil! be com

pletely empty. During a short period (<1 sec.) all drops 

that enter the string of cel! suspension will remain 

empty, because drops to which cells have been adsorbed 

follow streamlines different from those followed by the 
cell suspension. Consequently during a short time after 

sampling the adsorption kinetics can be described by: 

df - = -aH fr dt 0 1 (6.2.4) 

resulting in a much higher adsorption rate. However, this 
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phenomenon cannot account for the entire amount of yeast 

cells that are adsorbed during the first second, as it is 

unlikely that a sufficiently large number of drops provid

ing the necessary surface area, will come into contact 

with the tiny strings of cell suspension. 

Another contribution to the increased adsorption may be 

a result of the fact that immediately after injection all 

cells will move through the impeller region, where they 

come into intensive contact with the oil phase, before 

being dispersed. Later on a volume element of dispersion 

will only be in this region of intensive interaction, 

during just a fraction of its circulation time and thus 

the overall adsorption rate is decreased. If immediately 

after the start of the experiment the yeast cells would 

have been homogeneously mixed up, then the adsorption 

rate parameter a could be calculated from the slope of 

the adsorption curve at t = 0 with: 

(6.2.5) 

The strong adsorption directly after the introduetion of 

the cells prevents the use of this formula. However, if 

it is assumed that the desorption rate is very low then . 

the adsorption rate coefficient can be calculated from 

the slope of the adsorption curve at t = 1 sec. by: 

(6.2.6) 

In figs.58 and 59 the free cell concentratien is shown as 

a function of time for experiments in which f
0 

= 625 and 

the oil holdup was 0.01 and 0.02 respectively. Both 

graphs show the same pattern as fig.57. The adsorption 

rates that can be determined by this method are given in 

the following table. 
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• a 

0.0005 10 x 10-16 m3/sec 

0.01 8 x 10-16 .. 
10-16 11 

0.02 8 x 

These overall adsorption rates are of the same order of 

magnitude, but they must be considered with some scepti

cism. As stated before, the desorption rate parameter has 

to be determined from the equilibrium concentration of 

free cells. Therefore experiments of long duration are ne

cessary. In fig.60 such a prolonged experiment is shown 

(f
0 

= 800, q, = 0.005). From this graphit can be seen, 

that even after six hours no equilibrium has been reached. 
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Moreover the number of adsorbed cells becomes larger than 

the number of places available for adsorption, calculated 
from the drop size distribution (~ = 0.005 ~ 500 places). 

This last phenomenon is further illustrated in fig.61. In 

this experiment 900 cells/0.012 mm3 were added to the fer

menter. Apparently equilibrium had been reached after some 
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fig. 6.2 

fig.6J 
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minutes. At t = 5 minutes another 325 cells/0.012 mm3 are 

added to the dispersion which are readily adsorbed al

though just 100 places were left empty. ~ 10 minutes after 

the start of the experiment some 800 cells/0.012 mm3 had 

been adsorbed to a dispersion which theoretically provided 
room for 500 cells. 

A possible explanation can be found in the deformation of 

drops when cells adsorb to their surface. Thus more sur

face area is created. Inthe microphotos in fig.62 this de

formation of drops by the adsorbed cells is clearly demon
strated. It will be understood that this phenomenon is 

hard to quantify. In fig.63 (taken 1 minute after the 

start of the experiment), another characteristic of the 

dispersion is shown: the large drops are completely cov

ered with yeast cells, while most of the smaller drops are 

empty. This phenomenon might have the same crigin as the 
change of the adsorption rate from very high to very slow, 

as is demonstrated in fig.60. 

The macro kinetic adsorption rate can be assumed to be 

the product of a cellision frequency and a micro kinetic 

adsorption rate. 

The cellision frequency of cells and drops will depend on 

the slip velocity of the drops and the cell suspension. 

According to Stokes law, the slip velocity is proportional 

to b2 and consequently the cellision frequency wil! be a 

function of the drop size. However, for a given drop size 

the slip velocity will not be constant as adsorption in

creases. By adsorption of cells the diameter of the parti

ele (= drop + adsorbed cells) will increase, but at the 

same time the density of the partiele will increase too 

and hence the density difference with the water phase will 

decrease. The increase in slip velocity due to the increas

ed partiele diameter, will be exceeded by the decrease of 

the slip velocity caused by the decreased density differ

ence. Consequently the cellision frequency will decrease 

as more cells become adsorbed to a drop. 

The micro kinetic adsorption rate will be determined by 
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the van der Waals attraction force, which on cellision 

causes a cell to adsorb to a drop surface. The magnitude 

of the van der Waals attraction forces is proportional to 

the drop diameter, b, and the cell diameter, bc,: 

attraction force is 
b.bc 

b+bc (6.2.7) 

As more cells become adsorbed to a drop, the cells which 

are adsorbed may be distributed on the drop surface in 

such a way that adsorption of a next cell is hindered. By 

this phenomenon the micro kinetic adsorption rate will de

crease. 

A third factor that influences the micro kinetic adsorpt

ion rate, is the creation of new surface area by deformat

ion of the drops and has been mentioned above. 

Most of the phenomena which influence the macroscopie ad

sorption rate are difficult to quantify. Only th~ effect 

of slip velocity on cellision frequency and of van der 

Waals forces on the micro kinetic adsorption rate will be 

treated below. 

The relation of the macro kinetic adsorption rate and the 
drop diameter is given by: 

2 bbc 
a -u b .b+b 

c (6.2.8) 

For a dlspersion in which the drops can be classed into n 

different size classes, the adsorption and desorption ki

netics are described by the following set of n+l simulta

neons differentlal equations: 

df n 
at= .I - a(i)f h (i) [r1 (i)-r(i)] + dr(i)h

0
(i) 

J.==l 0 

initia! condition : t = 0 + f = f
0 

and for every l<i<n 

dr(i) . 
~ = a(J.)f[r1 (i)-r(i)] - dr(i) 

initial condition : t == o + r(i) = 0 
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This model has been solved nurnerically by a Runge-Kutta 

method for the following parameter values: 

i b (i) r 1 (i) h
0

(i)m-3 a(i)m3/sec 

( l-lm) (m-3) (m3;sec) 

1 7.5 4 2.2 x 1012 2.4 x 10-17 

2 10 8 1.7 x 1012 4.7 x 10-17 

3 15 17 1.2 x 1012 1.2 x 10-16 

4 30 70 0.1 x 1012 5.5 x 10-16 

In 0.012 rnrn these drops provide surface area for the ad

sorption of 100 cells. The desorption rate was supposed 
-15 -1 to be very low: 3 x 10 sec 

In fig.64 the resulting free cell concentratien as a 

function of time, is given for an initial cell concen-

800 -+ 

200 

0 ~----~----~------~----~----~~----~ 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

time [hr] 

fig.64 Calculated adsorption-desorption curve in the case 

of drop size distribution. 

f
0 

= 800; ~ = 0.005. 

tratien f
0 

~ 800 cells/0.012 rnrn3 . It can beseen that ac

cording to this model an initial high adsorption rate is 

followed by a period in which the adsorption rate is very 
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low. From fig.65 it can be seen that the larger drops ad

sorb cells at a much higher rate than the smaller drops. 
Although this model gives a good qualitative description 

of the observed differences in cell saturation between 

large and small drops and although the change from high 
to low adsorption rate is also found, this model does not 
resul.t in a quantitative description of the measured ad

sorption~desorption curves. 

~ 
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~ 1 
~ v-~ 60 ~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 20 
~ 
~ 
~ 0 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

time [hr] 

fig.65 Calculated surfaae saturation of drops with various 

sizes: 1: 7.5 ~m. 2: 10 ~m. 3: 15 ~m. 4: 30 ~m. 

VI 2.4 DISCUSSION 

From the experiments described above, an initia! ad

sorption rate constant can be determined. A value of ap

proximately 8 x 10-16 m3;sec is found. This value is so 
large that even large variations do not influence the 
growth phenomena. The desarptien rate constant has a very 
large influence on the growth phenomena. However, a quan

titative assessment of the value of this constant is not 
possible, because of the many phenomena that complicate 
the physical problem. Nevertheless a qualitative assess
ment of the order of magnitude of this constant is possi
ble. 

The adsorption curve in fig.64 was calculated with a de-
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-5 -1 sorption rate constant d' = 3 x 10 sec When this fig-

ure is compared to the measured adsorption curve as shown 

in fig.60, it can be noticed that in reality the free cell 

concentratien becomes smaller than the calculated value. 

In fig.61 only the influence of drop size distribution 

was taken into account. Because of the other factors in

fluencing the adsorption rate and which were mentioned in 
the previous section, the actual adsorption rate constant 

will be smaller. As the desorption rate constant depends 

on both the equilibrium free cell concentratien and the 

adsorption rate constant, it can be concluded that the 
-5 -1 desorption rate constant is of the order of 3 x 10 sec 

or smaller. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF BATCH EXPERIMENT$, 

After a Monte Carlo simulation procedure was develop

ed in chapter III and IV and after the parameters used in 

the simulation were measured independently, as described 

in chapter VI, the results of fermentation experiments 

will now be compared with the results of the Monte Carlo 

simulation. 

VII.1. ESTIMATES OF THE CELL, DROP AND RATE PARAMETERS. 

In the previous chapters V and VI it was tried to de

termine the cell, drop and rate parameters as accurately 

as possible. The results will be summarized below: 

Cell parameters: 

All these parameters were measured on Candida lipolytica 

CBS 599 grown on HVI-60 undewaxed and modified Miller 

medium. 

cell dimensions = 4 x 10 ~m 

w: dry weight of a single cell = 1.7 x 10-14 kg. 

e: amount of n-alkane necessary to produce one cell 
e = 2.2 x 10-14 kg. 

y: amount of cell mass produced for every gaeq of 

alkali consumed 

y = .122 kg/gaeq. 

Drop parameters. 

These parameters were measured in a fermenter of type 2 

with an impeller speed of 1500 rpm and an areation rate 

equal to 40 vol/vol.hr. The oil phase consists of HVI-60 

undewaxed ex light Iranian crude. 

b32: Sauter mean diameter: 

b32 = 18.1 ~m 

b3o= volume mean diameter: 

E30 = 15.1 ~m 
V average volume of the drops in the dispersion: 

v = 1850 ~m3 
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p: specific density of the oil phase: 

p . := 858 kg/m3 

c · initia! n-alkane concentratien in the oil phase: o· 
C = 0.215 kg n-alkane/kg oil 

0 
r 1 : maximum number of cells that can be adsorbed to 

a drop: 
r 1 = 25 

r 2 : maximum number of ce1ls that can be produced from 

a drop: 

Rate parameters: 
~ : maximum specific growth rate: 
max -1 

~ = 0.33 hr max 
K : Monod constant for the growth of cells on n-alkane m 

Km = 0.015 kg n-alkane/kg oil 

a: adsorption rate constant: 
a% 8 x 10-16 m3/sec 

d: desorption rate constant: 
d ~ 5 - 1 x 10-5sec-l 

As was pointed out in the previous chapters, not all para

meters could be determined very accurately. Of the parame

ters mentioned above, y, Km' 632 , E30 , v and C
0 

were de
termined with a fair degree of accuracy. Because ithe per

centage of dry weight in a living cell is not known very 

accurately, the same inaccuracy is reflected in the values 

of the parameters e and r 2 • Also the measured values of 

the specific growth rate during the exponential phase of 

batch fermentation, ~exp' show rather large fluctuations 

and therefore the calculated value of ~max will have an 

uncertainty of ~ 20%. 

Even more speculative is the value of r 1 , because it was 

calculated assuming that all cells adsorb to a drop in 

such a manner that the short axis is directed towards the 

center of the drop. However, differences from th~s assum

ed configuration will induce large differences in r 1 , 

while deformation of the drops (see VI.2.3) can also con

tribute to further deviations of the calculated value. 
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On the uncertainty of the values of a and d ample discus

sionwas presented in chapter V!. Of these values it is 

even doubtful if they are indeed of the right order of 

magnitude. As to the value of a, this is nat toa serieus 

as pointed out in !V.9. 

VI.2, PARAMETER VALUES TO BE USED IN THE SIMULATION. 

In order to campare a theoretical model with experi

mental results, it is camman practice to use numerical 

parameter estimation techniques to determine the best fit 

to the experimental results. However, in order to calcu

late the optimum parameter values in this way, the growth 

curves would have to be calculated numerous times, thus 

requiring more computer time than was available. Instead 

it was decided to simulate two sets of experiments with 

the parameter values listed in sectien VII.1. 

In the first set of experiments the cultures were inocu

lated with various amounts of yeast cells. These experi

ments were presented earlier as fig.35 and this figure 

will be reproduced here again as fig.35bis, in order to 

oompare experiment and simulation. In the second set of 

experiments, presented befare as fig.38, the oil holdup 

of the fermentation broth was varled (fig.38bis). 

The results of the simulation will be eeropared with the 

experimental results. Therefore the values of the para

meters must be adapted to the size of the volume. In the 

simulation 10,000 drops are used, while in the experiments 

of fig.37bis a volume of 900 rol was used, with an oil 

holdup ~ = 0.0244. Consequently the fermentation broth 

contained 1.28 x 1013 drops/m3 , sa that the volume of the 

simulated dispersion, V, becomes 7.84 x 10-10 m3 • Befare s ' 
the simulation parameters can be calculated, the length 

of time step in the simulation, At, must be chosen. If At 

is ohosen to be small, the result of the simulation will 

be very accurate, but much computing time will be needed, 

unless the number of drops used in the simulation is re

duce~ However, a smaller number of drops will again in-
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crease the inaccuracy of the result. It was found that in 

the simulation with 10,000 drops, 6 minutes is a reasona

ble length of the time step (so that on an average pro

duction of one cell takes about 20 time steps.) With this 

volume Vs and the length of the time step àt, the para

meters in the simulation are calculated by: 

a'=a·àt 
vs 

resulting in: 

p' = 0.0333 

d' = 0.0100 
a' = 3.1 x 10-4 

d' dàt 

For the inoculum size f' it is found: 
0 

exp.nr. f
0 

mg/1 f' 
0 

1 26 1185 

2 129 5925 

3 257 11855 

4 386 17780 

The result of the computer simulation is shown in fig.66. 

For the set of experiments in which the oil holdup was 

varied (fig.38bis), a similar calculation of the parameter 

values was carried out. As the oil holdup varies in these 

experiments, the simulated volume wil! also vary. 

exp.nr. 4> V m3 
S .. 

f' 
0 

a' 

1 0.0145 12.7 x 10-10 13134 1.9 x 10-4 

2 0.0268 6.9 x 10-10 7106 3.5 x 10-4 

3 0.0.5.25. . 3.5, 10-10 . 36.27 6..8 x -4 x 10 . 

With fo ;::; 175 mg/1 
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The values of p' and d' are not influenced by V
8 

and re
main the same. The results of the simulations are presen
ted in fig.67 • 

j.1 

• 3 

.2 

.1 

oL---------------~ 
0 1 0 

fig.35bis 

VaPiation of the 

inoaulum size. 

ExpePimental auPve. 

fig.66 

VaPiation of the 

inoaulum size. 

Calaulated cuPve. 

1 
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fig.3Bbis 

Variations of the 

oil holdup 

Experimental aurve. 

fig.67 

Variations of the 

oil holdup. 

Calaulated aurva. 

VI.3. COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION 

RESULTS. 

By comparing the results presented in fig.66 with 

those in fig.35bis and those in fig.67 with fig.38bis, it 

is observed that quantitatively a reasonable agreement 

exists between experiments and simulated results. Howeve~ 

a number of discrepancies between experiment and sirnulat

ion must also be observed. 

Points of similarity. 

1. The maximum specific growth rate of all batch expe

riments have the same order of magnitude as could be 
expected. 

2. The length of the exponentlal phase increases as the 

ratio of inoculum size and oil holdup increases. In 
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fig.68 the length of the exponentlal phase, as measur

ed experimentally and expressed as mg dry matter per 

ml oil present in the fermentation broth, is plotted 

as a function of the inoculum size, which is also ex

pressed as mg dry matter per ml oil. It can be seen 

that, although the measurements show considerable 

scattering, a more or less linear relationship is 

found. The broken line results from linear regression 

of the data points. In fig.69 the same plot is made 

for the results of the Monte Carlo simulation, which 

also shows a linear relationship. 

3. The rate at which the specific growth rate decreases 

immediately after the end of the exponentlal phase, 

increases when the inoculum size decreases. 

inoculum size [mg dry weight/ml oil phase] 

fig.68 Length of the exponential phase as a function of 

the inoculum size. Results of experiments in which 

the inoculum size and the oil holdup was varied. 

Braken line: linear regression of data points. 
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Points of deviation. 

1. Although the order of magnitude of ~exp measured ex
perimentally agrees rather well with the simulation 

results, the differences in ~ , which are measured exp 

120 

within one set of experiments, are larger than pre-

dicted by the model. It should be noted that the value 

of ~exp is calculated from the growth data obtained 

immediately after the start of the experiment, when 

the growth rate is very low and consequently very small 

amounts of alkali are added per unit of time in order 

to keep the pH at pH = 4. Consequently the error in the 

value of ~exp can be rather large. In appendix II the 



order of magnitude of the error in ~exp is calculated 
to be ~ 2%. The observed fluctuations in the measured 

values of pexp are larger than can be explained with 

the calculated error. The values of ~ reported in exp 
literature are of the same order of magnitude. However, 

the values of the specific growth rate reported in 

those investigations are lower than the values we meas

ured, although the same micro organism was used: Candi

da lipolytica. 

Erdtsieck 0.25 

Erickson 0.22 

Moo Young 0.18 

Gom a 0.12 

-1 hr 
-1 hr 

hr -l 
-1 hr 

For the f1uctuations observed by ourselves and those 

reported in literature, no other explanation is avail

able than that we are dealing with living organisms, 

for which it is not surprising that factors we are not 

aware of influence their behaviour and their growth 

rates. 

2. The length of the exponential phase measured experimen

tally is longer than the theoretica! value. To a large 

extent this will be caused by the drop size distribut

ion, which was not taken into account in the simulat

ion. As pointed out in chapter VI, it must be expected 

that the larger drops will adsorb cells more rapidly 

than the smaller drops. Consequently the length of the 

exponential phase will be mainly determined by the lar

ger drops in the fermentation broth, which contain a 

relatively large amount of n-alkane. 

3. In the experimental curves it can be observed that af

ter the sharp fall of ~ i~ediately at the end of the 

exponential phase, there is a tendency for ~ to become 

more or less constant. The resulting bulge is more 

pronounced in the experimental curve than in the simu

lated1curve and may be due to changes in the fermentat

ion broth, caused by the accumulation of surface active 

roetabolie products, which may influence the cell-drop 

interaction. 
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CHAPTER VI I I 

CONCLUS ION, 

In this investigation the influence of segregation on 

the growth phenomena in liquid-liquid fermentation has 

been clearly demonstrated. 

1. The sudden decrease of the specific growth rate after 

an exponential phase can entirely he explained by the 

effect of segregation of the oil phase. 

2. The increase of the length of the exponentlal phase 

with an increasing ratio of inoculum size and oil held

up is in accordance with our model. 

3. Although a large number of simplifications were neces

sary to develop a mathematica! model and to solve this 

model by Monte Carlo simulation, a good qualitative 

description of the growth phenomena is given by this 

model. 

4. Congruency of experimental results and simulation was 

not found. Especially the assumption of constant drop 

size, which the derivation and salution of the theore

tica! model made necessary, was far from realistic. A 

wide drop size distribution was found to exist in the 

fermentation broth. This drop size distribution not 

only influences the drop parameters r 1 and r 2 but it 

can also have an important influence on the adsorption 

rate a. However, incorporation of drop size distribut

ion into the model was not considered to he meaning

ful, because of the many other imponderable factors 

affecting growth. 

5. The values of the specific growth rate in the exponen

tlal phase were subject to substantial fluctuations. 

It is most probable that this specific growth rate is 

influenced by many more parameters than those taken 

into account in the model. 
6. The cell-drop interaction is much more complicated 

than expressed by the Langmuir adsorption-desorption 

kinetics, which were used in this investigation and 
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also by other authors. Phenomena such as deformation 

of the drops as the number of adsorbed cells increases, 

steric hindrance of adsorbing cells by cells already 

adsorbed to a drop and the dependance of the binding 

force between cells and drops on the drop size are a

mong the factors complicating the adsorption-desorption 
kinetics. Also the assumption that the maximum number 

of cells that can be adsorbed to a drop is constant for 
a given drop size will not be realistic, as differences 

in the conformation of the adsorbed cells permit the 

value of r 1 to differ substantially while r 1 will be 

further influenced by the deformation of the 4rops as 
the number of drops increases. 

Therefore it has been clearly demonstratea that the influ

ence of segregation must be taken into account, for an op
tima! design of fermentation processas in which yeast cells 

are grown on n-alkane dissolved in an inert oil phase. 
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APPENDIX I I 

Composition of the culture media used in investigations 

into the mechanism of n-alkane fermentation. 

..!<: t:Tt 
..è 
0 

0 J:: J:: 
'-.Q) CU ::s CU 
1-1·>-1 ll. ro 0 r-1 
Q) lil 0 ·>-I ~ CQ 
r-!.j.l ..!<: CU ..c:: CU t:Tt I 
r-1'0 lil 0 5 lil 0 ..Q J:: t:Tt 
·>-! 1-1 0 1-1 0 0 ·>-! CU ::s 
::E:~ CQ ~ t!) >t ::E: ~ :s:: ~ 

KH2Po4 s.o 4.0 7.0 l.S s.o 7.0 3.S 3.S l.S 

Na2HP04 1.2 l.S l.S 

(NH4 )HP04 1.49 

NH4Cl 7.0 2.0 s.o 0.2 s.o 
NH4so4 4.0 s.o 10.0 4.66 

NaCl 0.1 SOm 

CaC1 2 .2H20 0.4 o.s SOm 0.32 

MgS04 .7H20 2.S 0.2 0.4 0.6S 2.S 0.2 o.s o.s 0.3S 

FeS04 • 7H20 lm 70m 20m 

FeC1 3 .6H20 0.4m lm 11.18m 

MnS04 • 7H20 .8m 40\l l.Sm lOm 30\l 8.1Sm 

ZnS04 :7H2o 0.8m O.lm 0.4m 80\l 6.99m 

CuS04 .SH20 80\l O.lm 80\l 80\l 1.8lm 

KJ 0.2m 0.2m 

H3Bo3 40\l 0.2m 

Na2Mo0 4 • 7H20 0.4m 10\l 

Mo03 .H2o 20\l 

Aqua des.t. + + + + + 

tap water + + + + 

All quantities indicated are expressed as g/1. 
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Vitamins or trace elements: 

Miller completely inorganic medium. 

Erdtsieck: 200 mg yeast extract added. 

Bos: 

Prokop: 

Goma: 

1 g vitamine solution according to v.d.Wald 

is added. 

complete1y inorganic medium. 

1 m1 trace e1ements so1ution according to 

Angier is added, 100 mg yeast extrac~ is added 

Yoshida: comp1ete1y inorganic medium. 

Moo Young: 100 mg yeast extract added. 

Aiba: 100 mg yeast extract added. 

Wang: 100 mg yeast extract added. 

Hug-B1anch 0.023 mg biotine, 46.6 mg inosito1, 23.3 mg 

Ca-pantothenate, 4.66 mg thiamine, 1.16 mg 

pyridoxine HC1. 
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APPENDIX 11 

It will be tried to estimate the order of magnitude of the 

error in ;::llexp' 
The value of llexp is calculated from: 

1 dP 
ll = P+P ' dt 

0 

The error in ll as a consequence of errors in the alkali 

consumption, 6P, and the inoculum size, aP
0

, is given by: 

All = 1 dP ap + 1 dP AP + 1 AdP 
(P+P )2 dt (P+P )2 dt o (Pt+P0 ) dt 

0 0 

or 

P
0 

is also calculated from a growth experiment with: 

~i = llexp(P+Po) 

The error in P
0 

is given by: 
AdP 

AP0 = AP + dt 
llexp 

6dP 
dt AP -ap- we may approximate with p-
dt 

The máin factors contributing to errors in P are: 

1. error in reading the buret containing alkali. 
This error is estimated to be + 0.02 ml. 

2. Fluctuations in the pH of the fermentation broth be
cause too much or too little alkali was added. This er

ror was estimated to be ~ 0.1 pH which results in an 
error in Pof 0.035 ml. (when the alkali is+ 0.75 N). 

A total possible error AP = 0.055 ml results. 

In all fermenters different values of ~i, P0 and llexp are 
found. In order to calculate the order of magnitude of 

the error in llexp we use average values for these varia-
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~ 3 - 3 ~ 1 5 1 dP bles: ~exp ~ 0. hr , P0 ~ • m ., dt 

p :t 2 ml. 

% 0 1 ml and 
• hr 

For the relative error in ~max it fellows that: 

This is the error in ].Jexp that may be expected if ].Jexp 
was calculated from one data point only. Actually, for 

the calculation of ].Jexp a number of data points (ranging 
from 5 to 25, depending on the ratio of inoculum size and 

oil holdup) is used and therefore the error in ].Jiexp will 
be significantly lower than the above calculated 0.11. A 

.ó~exp 
value of % 0.02 seems reasonable. 

~exp 
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SYMBOLS, 

Except for chapter II the following sy.mbols were used: 

a = adsorption rate coefficient defined by: 
the adsorption rate of cells to one 

specific drop = af(r
1
-r) 

a' adsorption rate coefficient used in 

the Monte Carlo simulation: a' = a~t/V s 

b = diameter of the drops m 

E32 Sauter mean diameter m 

E30 = volume mean diameter 

bc = equivalent diameter of yeast cell 

c = concentratien of n-alkane in a drop 

C = average n-alkane concentratien in the 
disperse phase 

C
0 

initial n-alkane concentratien in a 

drop 

Cs = concentratien of growth rate limiting 

substrate in Monod equation 

m 

m 

d = desorption rate coefficient defined by: 
the desorption rate of cells from one 

-specific drop = dr sec-l 

d' = desorption chance used in the Monte 

Carlo simulation: d' = d~t 

e = amount of n-alkane necessary to produce 

one cell 

f = number of free cellA per unit volume of 

dispersion 

f
0 

= number of free cells per unit volume of 

dispersion at the beginning of the fer

mentation 

kg 

-3 m 

-3 
m 
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f = number of free cells per unit volume of .. 
dispersion a~ t approaches "" 

f' = number of free cells in the simulated 

volume V s 

f' = number 
0 

of free cells in the simulated 

volume vs at the start of a Monte Carlo 

simulation 

Fr(~)d~ = number of oil drops per unit volume 

of dispersion, with r cells adsorbed on 

its surface and a degree of depletion 

between ~ and ~+d if ~<1 

g = number of adsorbed cells per unit volume 

of dispersion 

Gr number of oil drops per unit volume of 
dispersion, with r cells adsorbed on its 

surface and a degree of depletion equal 

to 1 

h
0 

= number of oil drops in the simulated 

volume Vs of the Monte Carlo simulation 

H
0 

= number of oil drops per unit volume of 

dispersion 

Km = saturation constant in the Monod equation 

~ = degree of depletion of a drop 

(t = 1-c/C
0

) 

m = degree of depletion of a drop (m = 1-c/C
0

) 

discrete function with r 2+1 values 

n = number of cells per unit volume of dis
persion 

n
0 

= number of cells per unit volume of dis

persion at the start of a fermentation 

N(r,m) = number of oil drops in the simulated 

volume with r adsorbed cells and a de
pletion m 
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p = production rate coefficient defined by: 

the production rate of cells on a spe

cific drop = pr 

Pa.t = chance for an empty place at a drop 
surface to adsorb a cell during a par
ticular time interval 

p' = production chance used in the simulat

ion: p' = pót 

p{t) = cumulative alkali consumption per unit 
volume of dispersion 

P{O) = alkali equivalent of the amount of 
yeast cells present at t = 0 

r = number of yeast cells adsorbed to a 

drop 

r 1 = maximum number of yeast cells that can 
be adsorbed to a drop 

r 2 maximum number of yeast cells that can 

be produced from one drop 

s 

s 

t 

V 

w 

x 

= surface area on a drop covered by one 

yeast cell 

= specific interfacial area of a dispers

ion: S = 6$/b32 

= time 

= end of fermentation 

= length of a time step 

= volume of a drop 

= superficial air velocity 

= volume of the dispersion simulated in 

the Monte Carlo procedure Vs = h
0

/H
0 

= dry weight of one yeast cell 

= dry weight concentratien of yeast 

cells 

-1 sec 

-3 m 

-3 m 

-1 m 

sec 

sec 

sec 

m/sec 

kg 
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X(O) = inoculum size, X at time t = 0 

X = random numbers 1,2,3 

y 

y' 

= alkali consumption coefficient for 

growth of C.lipolytica on H.V.I.-60 

= alkali consumption coefficient for 

growth of C.lipolytica on glucose 

Y = yield coefficient, 

kg cell dry weight produced/kg n-al

kane consumed 

y r/r1 

$ = oil holdup 

ldX 
~ = specific growth rate X dt 

~max maximum specific growth rate 

~exp specific growth rate during the ex
ponential phase 
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SAMENVATTING. 

In dit proefschrift wordt een onderzoek beschreven 

naar de mechanismen welke invloed hebben op de groei van 

de gistcellen op n-alkaan, dat opgelost is in inerte olie. 

Een beter begrip van deze mechanismen kan bijdragen tot de 

verdere optimalisatie van processen waarin op zeer grote 

schaal gistcellen worden gekweekt als bron van eiwit. Dit 

aldus geproduceerde eiwit kan een bijdrage leveren tot de 

oplossing van nog steeds voortschrijdende ondervoeding van 
grote delen van de wereldbevolking. 

Een fermentatie systeem waarin gist groeit op n-alkaan 

onderscheidt zich van meer conventionele fermentatie media 

doordat het substraat (n-alkaan) aanwezig is als een twee
de disperse vloeistof fase, die uitermate oplosbaar is in 

de water fase. 

Onderzoek van Aiba, Erdtsieck en Bos heeft aangetoond, dat 

de gistcellen alleen dan kunnen groeien indien ze geadsor

beerd zijn aan het oppervlak van oliedruppels. 

voor de groei van gist in een dergelijk systeem zijn door 

verschillende auteurs modellen opgesteld, waarin de in

vloed van stofoverdracht van de oliedruppels naar de water 

fase, adsorptie en desorptie van gistcellen en limitering 

van de groeisnelheid door een afname van de substraat con

centratie een rol spelen. Vooral in het geval dat de olie 
fase bestaat uit een oplossing van n-alkaan in inerte olie 

is er zeer weinig overeenstemming tussen deze modellen en 

experimentele resultaten. Alhoewel enige auteurs veronder

stellen dat segregatie van de oliefase de belangrijkste 

oorzaak is voor de waargenomen discrepantie, wordt met dit 
verschijnsel geen of onvoldoende rekening gehouden in hun 

modellen. 
In dit proefschrift wordt een model ontwikkeld waarin 

juist deze segregatie van de oliefase in rekening gebracht 

wordt. Segregatie van de oliefase heeft tot gevolg dat ie

der druppeltje zijn eigen leven leidt, onafhankelijk van 

wat er met andere druppeltjes gebeurt. De levensloop van 
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een enkel druppeltje is gekoppeld aan het verloop van het 

aantal aari zijn oppervlak geadsorbeerde gistcellen. In 

het model wordt het groeiproces in een n-alkaan fermenta

tie opgevat als het gevolg van de interactie van twee po

pulaties nl. die van de gistcellen met die van de olie
druppeltjes. Deze interactie wordt veroorzaakt door de 

processen van adsorptie, desarptie en productie. Daar ad

sorptie en desorptie door het toeval bepaald worden zal 

deze interactie dus een stochastisch karakter hebben. 

Voor de interactie van beide populaties is nu een mathe
matisch model geformuleerd, waarbij echter wel enige ver
eenvoudigingen ten opzichte van de werkelijkheid moesten 

worden aangebracht. Dit mathematische model bleek echter 

toch nog dermate complex dat er in plaats van een deter
ministische oplossing, een oplossing met behulp van een 

Monte Carlo simulatie is gekozen. Hierbij wordt het gedrag 

van 10.000 druppeltjes nagebootst met behulp van kans pro
cessen. Nagegaan werd hoe de gesimuleerde groeiprocessen 

werden heinvloed door de waarden van de in de simulatie 
gebruikte parameters. Teneinde de invloed van segregatie 

zo duidelijk mogelijk te laten uitkomen worden: 
a) de fermentatieprocessen ladingsgewijs uitgevoerd 

b) de begincondities zodanig gekozen dat in het medium 
meer cellen dan oliedruppeltjes aanwezig zijn. 

Daarom werden in alle experimenten de fermentatie met re
latief weinig gist gestart. De uitkomst van de fermenta

tie experimenten wordt sterk heinvloed door de verhouding 
van het aantal actieve cellen waarmee geënt is en het aan

tal aanwezige oliedruppeltjes. Een methode werd daaromont
wikkeld waarmee het aantal geënte actieve cellen kon wor

den bepaald. Langs experimentele weg is getracht de para
meters die in de Monte Carlo simulatie worden gebruikt, 

onafhankelijk van de fermentatie experimenten, te bepalen. 

Vooral de waarde van de adsorptie snelheid van gistcellen 

aan oliedruppels bleek zeer moeilijk vast te stellen. Ener

zijds werd dit veroorzaakt doordat deze adsorptie veel ge
compliceerder is dan met de gebruikte Langmuir adsorptie 
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kinetiek kan worden beschreven terwijl anderzijds de ver

onderstelling dat alle druppels dezelfde diameter hebben 

verre van realistisch was. Toch bleek het mogelijk een aan

tal fermentatie experimenten kwalitatief goed te beschrij

ven met behulp van de Monte Carlo simulatie. De waardenvan 
de parameters waarmee deze groeicurven werden gesimuleerd, 

waren in onafhankelijke experimenten bepaald. 

In dit proefschrift is derhalve duidelijk aangetoond 

dat bij het optimaal ontwerpen van fermentatie processen 

waarin men gist wil laten groeien op n-alkaan opgelost in 

een inerte olie, het noodzakelijk is de invloed van segre

gatie in de oliefase in rekening te brengen. 
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STELLINGEN I 

1. Moo Young veronderstelt dat bij fermentatie van zuive

re n-alkaan in een water-olie systeem, alle n-alkaan 

in het medium aanwezig is als "sub-micron druppeltjes". 
Dit is in tegenspraak met de metingen van Goma en de 

microscopische waarnemingen van vele andere onderzoe
kers. 

M.Moo Young, T.Shimizu, Bioteahn.bioeng. XIII, 761 

(1971). 

G.Goma, A.PaPeilleux, G.DuPand, C.R.Aaad.Sa.PaPis, 

275, D 873 (1972). 

2. Goma stelt dat bij de fermentatie van zuivere n-alkaan 

de groei optreedt op "sub-micron druppeltjes" welke 

naast een macro dispersie in het vloeistof-vloeistof 
systeem aanwezig zijn. Voor het fysisch transport van 

sub-micron druppels vanuit de macro dispersie oliefase 

naar de waterfase wordt ten onrechte de moleculaire 
diffusie coefficiënt van n-alkaan gebruikt in de stof

overdrachts relatie van Calderbank. 

G.Goma, C.R.Aaad.Sa.PaPis, 276, D 3491 (1973). 

P.H.CaldePbank, TPans.Inst.Chem.Eng. 36, 443 (1958). 

3. Teneinde met behulp van batch experimenten vast te 
• stellen of segregatie van de substraat fase in vloei-

stof-vloeistof systemen van invloed is op de groei van 
micro organismen, dient men aan het begin van zo'n ex

periment een kleiner aantal micro organismen toe te 
voegen dan het aantal aanwezige vloeistofdruppeltjes. 

4. Indien continue productie van gist op aardolie frac

ties wordt uitgevoerd in een continu bedreven geroerde 

tank fermenter, kan deze alleen dan stabiel bedreven 
worden indien de druppelgrootte van de disperse fase 

zo groot is dat het aantal cellen dat uit het in een 
druppel aanwezige substraat gevormd kan worden groter 
is dan het aantal dat op êên druppel geadsorbeerd kan 

worden. 



5. Het gebruik van "droge stof bepaling" als maat voor de 

concentratie aan actief biologisch materiaal in expe

rimenten waarbij de kinetiek van de groei wordt bestu

deerd kan tot zeer grote fouten leiden. 

6. Het gelijktijdig optreden van een gepakte en een ge

fluidiseerde z5ne in een apparaat, waarin poeder in 

een vertikale richting getransporteerd wordt en dat 

een over de hoogte constante doorsnede heeft, (bij 

voorbeeld een zg. vallend fluid bed) is allee* dan mo

gelijk wanneer het poeder een voldoend grote homogene 

bed expansie vertoont. 

7. Alvorens men het menggedrag van fijne poeders in vaste 

stof mengers gaat bestuderen, dient men het rheolo

gisch gedrag van de betreffende poeders te kennen. 

8. Teixera et.al. stellen dat de toepasbaarheid yan de 

door hen ontwikkelde berekenings methode voor het op

timaliseren van hitte sterilisatie-processen niet o

verschat kan worden. Doordat echter in de uitgangsfor

mules de logaritme met grondtal 10 verwisseld wordt 

voor die met grondtal e vormt deze berekening~methode 

een gevaar voor de volksgezondheid. 

A.A.Teixera et.al.~ Food Teehnotogy 23~ 845 (1969). 

9. De veronderstelling van Hartmann dat Hij in zijn ex

perimenten de invloed van turbulentie op de groei-
i 

snelheid van micro organismen in slijmlagen meet is 

zeer twijfelachtig aangezien in tenminste een aantal 

van zijn experimenten de lengte van de meetsectie ge

ringer is dan de lengte die de grenslaag moet hebben 

alvorens om te kunnen slaan van laminair naar turbu

lent. 

L.Harotmann~ J.Water>.PoZZ.contr.fed. 39~ 958 ('t967): 

10. Bij de fermentatie van varkensmest met thermofiele mi

cro organismen wordt de winst,verkregen door een hoge
l 

re groeisnelheid,weer gecompenseerd door een verlies 

ten gevolge van de hoge auto oxidatie snelheid. 



11. Dat dierexperimentele laboratoria ten behoeve van me

disch-biologisch onderzoek hun eigen honden fokken, 

terwijl tegelijkertijd in de dierenasyls op grote 

schaal gezonde honden, welke zeer goed als proefdier 

dienst kunnen doen, worden afgemaakt is een tegen

strijdige situatie, die zo snel mogelijk beeindigd 

moet worden. 

12. Het koppelen van het aantal vakantiedagen aan het in

komen zoals dit o.a. door de overheid wordt gedaan, is 

een vorm van sociale discriminatie. 

Someren, 24 juni i977 A.H.M.Verkooijen 


